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ARISTOTLE was a scientist, philosopher, and a great 
leader. He told ALEXANDER THE GREAT when he was a boy:

“You will never do anything in this world without courage. 
It is the greatest quality of the mind next to honor.” 

ALEXANDER said, “I am not afraid of an army of lions led 
by a sheep; I am afraid of an army of sheep led by a 

lion.” ARISTOTLE’S reply was “God gave me the GREATEST 
KING OF THEM ALL.”
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INTRODUCTION
We used to think the earth was fl at.

We used to think the earth was the center of the universe.
We used to think Christopher Columbus discovered 

America.
We used to think the Milky Way galaxy was alone in the 

universe.
We used to think we came from apes.

We used to think we were alone in the universe.
We were so wrong … 
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MOVIE   BOOK   STYLE
We have two voice guides who will be following you throughout our story.

The fi rst is a young military lady with a strong and sexy voice.
The second is an older ancient king. 

[ IT’S  GO  TIME ]
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THE BOOK OF ALL  BOOKs 
INSPIRED BY TRUE EVENTS 

—A P P E T I Z E R—

MALE VOICE GUIDE: Throughout the ages, it has been foretold that one day, 
someone would return to save us. It also has been foretold that these are the 
end times of humanity. In the past we have been given knowledge from someone 
or something. Religions in all parts of the world call them many names. The 
book of all books was formed by designers directed by the creator of our 
universe. Because of the mass information inside, neurons are sent to anyone 
who touches it, giving that person the spectrum of vision needed to receive 
trillions of picture images and universe data. The four events told at the 
campground are the true lost stories of our earth.
FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: The people who will change the face of our world cross 
paths driving home. One Jeep carries a US Special Forces soldier and his 
wife, and the other is a car with a man and wife who are fi ghting. They come 
closer and closer from opposite directions on a Florida highway.
BEBE: I love this new Jeep, Max. It’s so nice; thanks for buying it for me. 
You know Troy has been working out so hard for his team this year. Max, are 
you sleeping? Baby, Maximus—Max!

[MAX’S VISION: A fl eet of alien mother ships pass through a galaxy. Each 
boomerang-shaped mother ship looks different, with alien markings throughout. 
From our fi rst look at the enormous ships cruising slowly through space, we 
see that they are black with dark blue lines that shine not with the sheen 
of metal but with the glow of energy. All disappear at the same time, going 
into battle mode.]

[From inside one of the gigantic mother ships a leader stands alone, very 
tall in a dark area. He is looking down at an alien planet full of intelligent 
life, a Stage-Zero planet. Advanced computers from the species’ almond-like 
sunglasses are scanning the planet’s history, giving the leader all the 
information. Geometrically perfect plasma beams and white-hot intersection 
points outline all rooms of the ship. With his eyes closed, the leader 
commands three of his lady guides to talk to the leaders of the alien planet 
as he deals with an alien dictator.]

ALIEN ANGEL GUIDE: My Lord, we are getting lots of bad signals of pain within 
this planet. Millions of beings are praying for help.
UNIVERSE WARRIOR LEADER: Give this message to the leaders of this planet: The 
KING of LORDS is here. I will execute GREAT VENGEANCE and bring the dictator 
from the west and with him a rain of fi re. I see that in the future his people 
will build armies of destruction that will fall throughout my universe. I 
could have cleansed this planet, but I have faith in you all. If you are a 
threat to my universe again, there will be no WORDS SPOKEN. The book of all 
books is given to worlds that are ready to join the creator’s quest to seed 
the planets with spiritual species of peace. This is my gift to you as it 
was given to me.
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[Alien cities connect in a circle with a Vegas-like style. Amazingly bright 
Y and Z-shaped buildings are rotating as a much bigger city is looming in the 
distance. Five orange orbs drop from the command ship and destroy the bigger 
city of the alien dictator. Alien families across the planet pray and cheer 
in joy, and the three guides speak to the leaders in a massively high alien 
building, as they watch the cities of the dictator on fi re. They are given 
what looks like a circle book.]

[MAXIMUS COMES OUT OF THE VISION.]

MAX: Sorry, I just had a crazy dream.
BEBE: Last time you had a vision, you were gone two months. So please tell 
me it was not one of those visions.
MAX: That’s impossible, babycakes. Watch out for that car!

[Both vehicles come close to hitting each other as now our story follows
Johnny and Jennifer.]

JENNIFER: Are you crazy?! You almost hit that Jeep … So answer me why you 
asked stupid questions at church. Why can’t you be a normal man? 
JOHNNY: They weren’t stupid questions. They were things I needed to know, 
that’s all. Is your interrogation over? I’m trying to fi nd the park.
JENNIFER: You need more than Jesus; that’s all I’m going to say.
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PART 1
CAMPING EVENT – GIFT

PRESENT DAY 6:30 PM – A CAMPGROUND IN FLORIDA

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Johnny drives into the campground. His best friends are 
at a yearly camping trip telling stories. Their wives wanted to be separated 
to a different area of the park, known as the “Girls’ Side.” Johnny is a 
security offi cer who believes there are four lost true stories that will 
change the world. He is driven by his family’s past and the truth of these 
secrets.

[The guys are wearing their favorite football shirts with pride and have no 
idea they’re going to be given a gift.]

KENNY: I can’t believe it’s been one year since we went camping.
ROB: This carrot cake is awesome! You’ve got to try some. Brandon, the fi re 
is out of control; trying to burn the park down?
BRANDON: Pussies … Where’s the beer, Kenny?
KENNY: How’s your little girls doing, Brandon?
BRANDON: Eating, crying, and fi ghting; stuff like that.
ROB: I feel for you. Johnny, did you bring that little TV?
JOHNNY: Yes, it’s in the car. I’ll get it.
KENNY: I can’t believe you brought your crazy hot girlfriend. My wife 
hates her.
JOHNNY: (smiling) Alone with our wives. The cats will fi ght.
KENNY: (laughing) My wife is gone next week. Can I have a spin?
ROB: Okay, sure, all of you can eat buffet.
JOHNNY: I got the TV working, guys. Miami is playing Troy Alexander; he was 
awesome last year.
KENNY: It’s the fi rst game of the year; Florida is going to take it all.
BRANDON: I saw a special on Troy Alexander’s dad, who played for Alabama. He 
left football after 9/11 and went to the Army.
KENNY: He was a real bad mother too! He broke football records like crazy.
BRANDON: Johnny told me your mother is hotter than Rob’s girlfriend.
KENNY: Whaaat! You’re kidding me, right?
BRANDON:(laughing) Yaaa, that’s why there’s a girls’ side, Johnny. You bring 
that fake UFO balloon?
JOHNNY: Yes I did! It’s in the camper. I can’t wait to blow it up. I’m going 
to scare the shit out of our wives and your girlfriend, Rob.
KENNY: My wife is going to piss herself for sure. This UFO balloon makes 
noises?
ROB: I got this voice overrider thingy.
BRANDON: You guys are messed up. My wife believes in that UFO stuff. Remember 
when we were kids, Johnny, and we saw a funny light in the sky?
JOHNNY: I remember that nobody believed us. That’s why I’m putting on a show 
tonight.

[In the distance the small TV shows Quarterback Troy Alexander who scores 
another touchdown for the University of Florida.]

BRANDON: Yo, Rob, do you still have two girlfriends? That Russian girl was 
out of this world, bro.
ROB:(Laughing) I’m trying to be good.
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KENNY: That will be the day.
JOHNNY: Touchdown Miami! Sorry, guys. Where did you get that overrider thing 
from, Rob?
ROB: I stole it from some girl, who’s going out with a guy from NASA.
KENNY: Okay, so you got a UFO balloon, stolen noise thing from NASA … my wife 
is going to kill me, and I’m probably going to jail. GREAT!
JOHNNY: That cake was awesome!
ROB: It was funny last year, watching Brandon put on that fake bear outfi t and 
scaring the girls. Kenny’s wife jumped right into the water.
JOHNNY: (Laughing) Ya, that was a good one. It’s my turn this year. I’ll get 
’em good, I promise.

[BRANDON’S CELL PHONE RINGS]

BRANDON: Hello, baby. The girls want to know what time we are going to the 
lake tomorrow. Take my cell, Kenny.
KENNY: Eight thirty in the morning. I’ll make breakfast; you and the girls 
can eat over here. Okay, I’ll talk to you later. Byeeeeee.
ROB: Kenny, you think the girls are talking bad about me?
KENNY: Naaah, probably doing their nails together. You should be fi ne.

G I R L S’   C A M P S I T E

[The three wives are sitting at a table drinking and eating. They are dressed 
casually except for Olivia, who is in a gorgeous pink dress. Rob’s talking to 
Olivia on a cell phone as the girls are laughing loudly, dropping wine, and 
throwing things in the fi re. Jennifer is fi lling up everyone’s wine glass. ]

KIM: I think the guys are talking about bitches.
MARIA: Yes, I know they are, especially Rob.
OLIVIA: Whaaat?
JENNIFER: Does anyone know where the wine is? Maria, nice fi re.
KIM: Let’s have some marshmallows and chocolate.
MARIA: So how long are you going to wait for Rob to marry you?
OLIVIA: We been off and on for six years; he’s a nice guy.
MARIA: Trust me, look in his phone; he’s an ass clown, I promise you.
OLIVIA:(confused) Really … you know he’s got a password …
JENNIFER: No shit?

G U Y S’   C A M P S I T E

[The guys are sitting in a circle around the fi re drinking, and Johnny shares 
a true story of stories.]

BRANDON: (sarcastically) So do you guys believe in little green fuckers?
KENNY: (shaking head) You guys need to go to church.
ROB: Yep.
KENNY: Ya, Okay so does anybody have any scary stories?
JOHNNY: No but my Grandmother was a child of the Fatima event.
KENNY: Fatima event?

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Everyone comes closer to Johnny, hanging on his every 
word. His friends feel a powerful story coming alive.
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JOHNNY: We all made fun of her because of what her mom said she saw.
ROB: What did she see?
JOHNNY: I didn’t believe her until last year after I did my research.
BRANDON: Wow, this sounds intense.
JOHNNY: It wasn’t an angel or a miracle of the sun like the church said it 
was. Guys, I’m going to tell you four true stories that are connected and have 
been hidden by our government and churches.
KENNY: (nudging Brandon) Okay, this should be a good one.
ROB: Connected?
BRANDON: I knew you were working on something, bro.
JOHNNY: I hope you all are ready. Our story starts at the beginning of 
recorded time.

MALE VOICE GUIDE: With mass witnesses of thousands, and cities of millions, 
these true stories are proven to be the lost events of our world. And many 
believe they are connected to the biggest event to come.

TRUE EVENT 1
593 BC – Cheber River, Chaldea (in modern-day Iraq)

Just after dawn fi ve farmers are putting food in baskets and then walking to their homes. 
The farmers gaze up at the sky as wheel-shaped structures appear above them among the 
stars. Paul, one of the farmers, is running to fi nd their leader. As Paul is pounding at the 
door of Ezekiel, behind them thousands of farmers are outside praying in a valley.

Ezekiel’s wife answers the door. “Come quickly, come quickly!” 

“I am coming; hold on!” 

Paul says to Ezekiel, “Chariots, chariots, of angels!” Ezekiel springs to the door and 
points the crowd of farmers in the direction of the lights in the sky that are descending, 
four wheels intersecting a wheel, as four beautiful lights are coming to the ground from 
the sky. Ezekiel is looking up at the fl ashing light surrounded by brilliant light—the center 
is glowing metal. 

Amazed with joy, Ezekiel walks fast. “I see them, Paul! I see them!” Ezekiel is praying as 
he is walking, thousands of speechless farmers all around the ancient farm fi eld freeze as 
they look up at the lights in the sky. Ezekiel believes godlike people are inside, and as they 
walk toward the spaceships, a calm of hopeless love fi lls their hearts.

As four spaceships (UFOs) are spinning and lighting up white, coming down slowly, the 
farmers and Ezekiel think they’re angels. Thousands are watching on bended knee, as 
four Ancient Aliens come out of the UFOs. Ezekiel says out loud “Lord God behold, So 
will I stretch out my hand upon the Chariots? Almighty thou shall descend, and behold
four Angels!” Paul, excited with joy, says, “Chrysalises, my Lord! Cherubims!” 

Ezekiel tells Paul to wait with the crowd of farmers as he walks alone to the Ancient 
Aliens coming out of four spaceships.
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ROB: Whaat? It was four spaceships in the Bible, just misinterpreted as 
angels? 
JOHNNY: Let me fi nish. I got three more!
KENNY: You have to be wrong, Johnny. This can’t be true.
JOHNNY: Wait, I’m just getting started; it gets better.

TRUE EVENT 2
  April 14, 1561 – Nuremberg, Germany, OLD GERMAN RESTAURANT

A man is drinking a cup of tea and eating breakfast. He hears yelling in the distance. 

LITTLE GIRL: Hello. Why is your mother crying? 

The little girl smiles as teacups break; crack after crack can be heard. Four, fi ve, six 
cracks! All around the restaurant people are dropping cups. The man slowly lifts his eyes 
up and suddenly drops his teacup. Thousands are watching the sky as spaceships are 
racing around the clouds and one massive mother ship. Not understanding what they’re 
seeing. 

LITTLE GIRL: Are those Black-Angels? 

The man can’t speak. As different spaceships fl y into the city, seconds become hours. 
The three people hold hands. Then an image of God comes into his mind, and quickly he 
collapses. A tear from his eye drops into the broken teacup. 

LITTLE GIRL: Why are you crying?
 
The man rises and hugs the little girl. 

THE MOTHER: God is here to save us.
BRANDON : I see the connection, Johnny. I’m with you; there’s more?
ROB: I saw this story in a painting Johnny it’s crazy true!
JOHNNY: Just wait until I’m fi nished guys. Okay our next event is.

TRUE EVENT 3
OCTOBER 13, 1917 – FATIMA, PORTUGAL – Late Afternoon Miracle Day 

Ascending from the roads, a multitude of people approach the top of the hill. Rain is 
pouring, Umbrellas crowd an endless fi eld. Three little kids are praying close to a tree. 
Little girl-LUCIA is communicating via telepathy with something in the sky. 

LUCIA: Lady of the Rosary, please bless me. I’m here, as you told me to be. 
HER TWO FRIENDS (Looking back over their shoulders at over 70,000 people): Is the 
Lady coming? I don’t see her. 

GROUP OF MEN (yelling out loud): No Mary, No Lady! 

Thousands of people are holding umbrellas; Out of nowhere a red and blue light high in 
the sky is descending. It changes colors as it comes down from the clouds, spinning very 
fast. 
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CHURCH PRIEST (gleefully): The sun is dancing. Look, a miracle! It’s a miracle; the 
sun is dancing!!! 
GROUP OF WOMEN (terrifi ed, holding hands): Look at the sun, it’s moving fast. 
God must be mad at us! The sun is spinning. Please, God, have mercy. Doctor, doctor, I’m 
scared. Shocked, the doctor holds the woman: “It’s okay! Calm down; that’s not the sun.” 

Steve, look at the silver-pearl disk. I have never seen anything like it. Terrifi ed out of his 
mind, STEVE is grabbing the Doctor, saying, “I don’t want to die, doctor.” A Silver-Pearl 
disk, blinking different colors, spins and, zigzags through the sky. The church leaders are 
yelling out “The Sun is dancing!”
MALE VOICE GUIDE: Lucia’s daughter is Johnny’s grandmother connected with the 1917 FATIMA event.

TRUE EVENT 4
MARCH 13, 1997 PHOENIX ARIZONA – 9:50PM. Int. Police Station

Thousands of calls are coming into the police station. Operators have lost control. Papers 
are being dropped, Headphones are not working, and everyone in the room is yelling at 
each other. 

BETTY: It’s 10:19, and I’m still getting calls about a spaceship. 
JENNY: I can’t take it anymore! I don’t care what the boss says, I am going home. 
BETTY: I can’t believe it! I Just got nine more calls that six lights are fl oating over the 
city. They’re just fl oating there?

The police chief and others are running into the offi ce. Slamming the door behind them, 
they turn to look at a map. 

CHIEF: Okay, Jim, I just talked to the airport chief of staff. 7:55 p.m. and 8:15 p.m., 
Pauline, Nevada. Okay, Tucson at 8:30pm, and 10:00pm Phoenix. 
JIM (scared): Something is fl ying around the State, and it’s not military. I’m getting some 
crazy story about fl ares? 

JASON: Bullshit. Flares don’t fl y around states. I was in the military, and they would 
not drop them over the city. Unless, Unless … they’re pulling attention away from the 
spaceship by dropping fl ares! Oooh my God, this is really happening! 

Everyone in the room just stops, amazed and fi lled with fear—they slowly look out the 
window.

PHOENIX ARIZONA FROM ABOVE – Crowded on the street, the entire city 
stares up into the sky. A family of four gets a call. The voice on the line is yelling. The wife 
of the house says, “Billy, it’s past your bedtime!” 

“Tom just called me from next door, he told me to go look at the sky!” says the husband. 
His wife yells from another room, “Right now?” 
“Yes, right now! I’m going outside.” 
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Crowds of people fi lling the streets are pointing up with an excited calmness.
PHOENIX SPACESHIP – A massive boomerang is blocking out the stars. Quietly 
and very slowly, it fl ies over family residences. You can barely see its wingspan. The wife 
is speechless; her husband embraces her as she stares in disbelief.

KENNY: Okay, I didn’t know Ezekiel from the Bible saw a UFO. But people 
didn’t have the knowledge at the time to understand what they were seeing.
BRANDON: Wow, someone else told me about that PHOENIX, ARIZONA, event but not 
in detail. Our military can’t at this time build a two-mile-wide airplane 
that hovers with no sound.
ROB: All these events throughout time keep happening, and each time people 
keep thinking it’s angels or they’re misinterpreting the information.
KENNY: I think you’re really onto something big, Johnny.
JOHNNY: I wish I’d never made fun of my Grandmother before she died. I was a 
stupid kid. She also told me the third secret but that’s mine to keep.
ROB: Whaat?! The little kids of Fatima gave secrets?
KENNY: You been holding this in all your life? What’s the third secret?
BRANDON: What is it!
JOHNNY: They’re coming back … The timeline is in four months.

[Everyone is just looking at each other for a minute.] 

ROB: To Johnny’s grandmother!

[They all drink a shot]

BRANDON: It’s showtime, guys. Let’s get this party started and honor 
the Gods!

T H E   B A L L O O N   L I G H T   P R A N K

[The guys are walking with the UFO balloon close to the girls’ side of the 
park. They fi nd a spot to put it together.]

JOHNNY: Damn! It’s fi lling up quick with this air pump! Rob, help me hold it 
down. Brandon, put the voice thing on top.
KENNY: It takes three guys to blow up a balloon and turn the lights on?
BRANDON: Okay, Kenny, guys, the overrider is on top of the balloon. Damn, 
it’s so loud.
JOHNNY: Wait, don’t turn the lights on yet. You got to wait until it’s up 
high. Kenny, give me the remote control!

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Rob is holding four strings as the balloon is rising 
into the dark sky. Johnny has the remote for the lights, and Brandon and 
Kenny are drunk.

KENNY: Where is it, Johnny? It’s so high I can’t see it.
MARIA: What is that? You guys hearing this noise??
JENNIFER: Yes, I can hear it! I think it is coming from the sky.
KIM: Yeah, I hear something too. There’s nothing in the sky, ladies.

[The guys are all looking up, waiting for Johnny to turn on the lights.]
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JOHNNY: I’m going to turn the lights on now. Okay, four, three, two, one, 
showtime!
ROB (amazed): Holy shit! It looks real. Johnny … eight lights in a circle.

[All the girls look at each other. Maria drops her wine glass, and it 
shatters. They scream together. The girls are hugging, walking scared in a 
circle. Kim runs into the camper and hides under a small table. Maria and 
Jennifer are on their phones looking at each other, going crazy, as Maria 
calls Brandon. He answers slowly.]

MARIA: Brandon, where are you! There is a UFO. You’ve got to come get me! 
Please, please! Bring the car! Kim is in the camper and will not come out. 
You have to get over here now!
BRANDON (laughing): Wait a minute, baby cakes.
JOHNNY (laughing): Are they scared?
BRANDON (laughing): Kim is terrifi ed, and Maria thinks she’s going to die.

[Brandon and the guys can’t stop laughing, so Johnny picks up Brandon’s cell 
phone. Kenny has beer all over his shirt.]

JENNIFER: Johnny! Maria heard you laughing, and it’s not funny anymore. I can 
hear police cars. This is a joke? You are in deep shit now.

[The girls go inside their camper where Kim is hiding. Mad and laughing, 
they tell her it was just Johnny playing a prank. Kim’s cell phone begins 
ringing.]

KIM: Assholes … Really, really … I’m not talking to Kenny tomorrow. Last year 
it was a fake bear; now this. Give me more wine, ladies.
KENNY (angrily): Great … Kim will not pick up the phone. She’s mad at me, 
Johnny.
JOHNNY: The balloon is gone; the rope was cut or something.

[The guys are fi nishing the last of their beers, playing around with night-
vision goggles. Through them, Rob can see a real UFO coming in the distance.]

ROB: What the … Johnny! Brandon—oh my God!

[Johnny looks up and sees a real massive UFO right above them, shaped like a 
triangle, blocking the stars from view. One small red orb is rotating around 
it like a satellite.]
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CAMPING EVENT GIFT
O U T E R    S P A C E

[The four friends awake inside a spaceship; something is standing twenty feet 
from them as they’re fl oating. While they’re fl oating, an ancient alien gives 
them a book. As the alien speaks, the four friends begin to feel a sensation 
in their shoulders.]

[THE BOOK IS GIVEN. Johnny holds it with both hands fl oating. The ancient 
alien is speaking to them as they’re not understanding, seeing thousands 
of pictures going through their minds as they hear a woman’s voice like 
music while computer-like numbers run above them. They’re in pain trying to 
listen.] 

ANGEL ALIEN: Your body hasn’t taken Spectrum yet. I had to adjust to your 
slow mind. BOOK OF ALL BOOKS is given to you. Give it only to your president. 
You must read it; this book is yours and the president’s only.
JOHNNY: Why us? I don’t understand.
ANGEL ALIEN: (loudly): You’re chosen! You’re Earth’s messenger now. You’re 
trusted for reasons not yet unattainable, viewed in complex ways you don’t 
have but soon will.
ROB: I don’t understand.
ANGEL ALIEN: The book will answer all your questions and much, much more. 
Also you have a mission you must complete.

[The four friends wake up in the campground, and they don’t remember much. 
There are no campers or cars in sight. They don’t have on shirts. The Book 
is glowing like a white circle orb. It lights up even brighter, and Johnny 
remembers everything from the book and from the encounter. The guys are 
slowly remembering.]

KENNY: Everything I know, everything I was told in church …
BRANDON: There’s no time for that now, Kenny, I’m still seeing images, 
pictures … and something else?
ROB (proudly): I know how to build spaceships.
JOHNNY: Why are you talking? Focus. Where are you going, Kenny?
KENNY (scared): I have to see my wife! I’ve got to go.
JOHNNY (focused): Close your eyes.
BRANDON: I just called for a taxi, with no cell phone.
JOHNNY: No, I just called. You and Kenny were on the line.
ROB (amazed): How’s that possible without a cell phone?
JOHNNY (serious): SPECTRUM! Get me three News channels, please. Guys, now 
try to talk to me, without speaking.
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FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: The boys stand around looking at each other, and grins 
begin to grow on their faces. They realize they can communicate without 
words. Rob makes Kenny dance with his mind. Brandon opens video-windows 
fi ve feet from the ground all around them, showing other planets using other 
dimensions like a satellite TV. Red and blue orbs are video stations on 
planets throughout the universe. And the boys can use information from them.
KENNY: How did you control me, Rob?
ROB: There are seven dimensions. We can see in all of them. Look, that’s 
Planet Tymoon.
JOHNNY: Stop playing around. We have to fi nd our savior and get this book to 
the president.
BRANDON (serious): Johnny is right; we don’t have much time.

B R A N D O N ` S    H O U S E

[Brandon barges through his front door. His wife is on the phone. She sees 
him and drops to her knees crying. Then his kids come running into the living 
room; all cry at the same time in a family hug.]

*DINNER PLACE, LATER THAT NIGHT – Everybody is together with their wives and 
girlfriends, talking. From outside it looks like a serious business meeting. 
Somehow the four friends are in two parallel universes: they’re in jail and 
also at dinner as their spouses speak to them. Their life form patterns are 
in both places; as they watch a TV inside the restaurant, they see themselves 
being taken into the police station for taking NASA equipment. Their wives 
are amazed and feel a calm enjoyment of understanding. Johnny holds the Book 
of all Books as he explains more about it and their mission.

RECAP – While camping, four friends played a UFO prank and sent a signal to a real UFO. It picked them 
up and gave them an alien book, containing the secrets of the universe and a mission.
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PART 2
PRESIDENT’S  MISSION

*NIGHT
[The president is signing papers and talking with two different secretaries. 
As they’re leaving, his wife enters the room. She tells him the girls want 
to say good night. He stops to watch an ABC news report.]

ABC NEWS REPORT – This just in, four men have been arrested for reporting 
about an alien abduction. They were reported missing four months ago. A 
stolen NASA balloon was recovered, and the four are being held at the Volusia 
County jailhouse. These same four men told the police that they were abducted 
by aliens and needed to talk to the president. [Reporter chuckles.] Nice try, 
guys …

[The president laughs as he walks to his girls’ bedroom, and there is a big 
knock at the door. It sounds important. The president answers, but no one 
is there. Later, the president and his wife are conversing in his room. A 
phone call comes in, and the president picks up. A different language and a 
weird voice are speaking on the phone. Tired, he says to himself, “I need a 
vacation.”

[The president is hugging his wife at the window, watching the snow. The next 
morning, as the president is rushing out to work, he sees an abstract picture 
on the wall. It’s beautiful but seems to have a special kind of writing. The 
president calls Security. FBI agents and SECURITY TEAMS RUN IN FILLING UP 
THE ROOM.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: One hundred Secret Service Offi cers are going over 
video. The president’s secretary is telling him that last night he signed 
three papers using the same writing shown in the picture on his wall. Secret
Service walks in.

PRESIDENT: I want video on this room now! Something is on my wall with 
writing I’ve never seen before.
SECURITY: Okay, sir.
PRESIDENT: Who was in my room last night, Tom?
TOM: No one, Mr. President, besides you and the First Lady.
PRESIDENT: Someone painted on my wall. My daughters are also acting funny. 
Why are you looking at me like that, Tom?
TOM: I’m scared, sir. I don’t know how to tell you this …
PRESIDENT: Tell me what, Tom?
TOM: You did it, sir. You painted the wall last night.

[President is just looking at Tom.]

PRESIDENT: That is utterly ridiculous and impossible. Tom, talk to me.
TOM: The writing in the picture is Sumerian writing; it’s the fi rst writing 
system to be recorded on Earth. It took two hours to get information from 
Israel.
PRESIDENT: What is going on here?
Tom (confused, touching the president’s hand): There’s more, sir … This is 
alarming.
PRESIDENT: Go on, Tom.
TOM: Sir, you didn’t paint the wall alone. Your wife and children helped 
you …
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[The president’s face goes pale; he is in shock. His wife walks into the 
room.]

FIRST LADY: Baby, I can’t get this paint off my hands.
PRESIDENT: Tom, what does the writing in the painting say?
TOM: It says “read the book” and has an address listed.
PRESIDENT: Where is the address?
TOM: A police station in Florida. I called there, and four men are telling 
a security team that they want to speak to you.

[The president feels the job of his life has come to this moment. He isn’t 
scared but feels a great need to know what’s going on.]

PRESIDENT: Tell Air Force One we are leaving in thirty minutes. Transfer the 
science team and the four men to the closest military base.
TOM: Wait, sir—we should go over everything fi rst. Nothing, and I mean nothing 
like this has ever happened before!
PRESIDENT: It’s okay, Tom, this is my job.

*THE BOOK – The pages look like glass computer pages with small holes in each 
page. There are pictures on the last hundred pages, never seen before. The 
book is big, like a dictionary but lightweight. The book has four hundred 
thick pages, each one blue and green. There isn’t writing on any of the 
pages. The bottom of the book has a large round opening that cools it down 
after it is activated. The only writing on the front of the book says THE 
BOOK OF ALL BOOKS.

PRESIDENT’S MISSION
MILITARY BASE – THE BOOK OF ALL BOOKS

[Johnny’s three friends are talking through telepathic vision as a scientist 
and two Secret Service men speak to Johnny. Johnny is sitting downstairs in 
an interrogation room. FBI agents and a NASA scientist, VINCE, are looking 
at the book.]

VINCE: Okay, the pages are made of unknown elements. This is the best one, 
Johnny, they can’t be cut. How did you make this book?
JOHNNY (serious and focused): I was told to read it and then tell the president 
to read it.
FBI AGENT 1 (yelling): You will never talk with the president. Who are you 
working with?
JOHNNY: Can you bring him in now, please?
FBI AGENT 2: How did you call the president last night from jail?
JOHNNY: I told him how …
FBI AGENT 1: I don’t believe you!
JOHNNY: I can’t believe you are wasting my time. Vince, I know the president 
is here.

[Vince is wearing a white lab coat and throws it off. His undershirt is a 
solid black shirt with special cuff links. VINCE, desperate but maintaining 
calm, tells Johnny that there are no words in the book, but there’s a lot of 
data. And he’s waited all his life for something like this.]

VINCE: I made a discovery last year. I found a gene in humans that couldn’t 
have mutated throughout time. This gene in the human body was given to us by 
someone or something not of this earth. So I say to you, Johnny, I believe … 
I believe.
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JOHNNY: This book has all the secrets of the universe, Vince. You discovered 
something I already know.
VINCE: It was taken from me because of control, church, government. I have 
shared this with you because I know what you say is true. Help me understand 
this book so we can move forward.
JOHNNY: I know the president is watching me right now. He is right on the 
other side of that mirror.
VINCE: One more question, Johnny.
JOHNNY: I’ll work with you, but fi rst the president. But you had two questions: 
how do spaceships fl oat, right?
VINCE: Yes …
JOHNNY: You need to build them in space with zero gravity, with a dark energy 
fi eld around them. Anything will fl oat after the fi eld is locked around it. 
Anything …
VINCE: We still don’t know what dark energy is, but we know it is there …
JOHNNY: There is a place where everyone has a dream and everyone makes these 
dreams come true. So how hard do you want to work, and how hard do you want 
to dream? Your dream will come true in ten minutes.

[Vince looks surprised as the president is watching and listening.]

VINCE: Okay, Johnny, what is my dad’s name? And I promise to bring him in.
JOHNNY: You were adopted, and you don’t know your dad’s name. Your grandmother’s 
name is Tracy Franco.
VINCE: You are right. The president will meet with you in two minutes.

M I L I T A R Y – S E C R E T   R O O M
*DAY

[President walks in with eight Secret Service agents. Vince is sitting in the 
front chair. Johnny is perfectly calm and bright-eyed. The president takes 
the book and is looking through it.]

PRESIDENT: Johnny, somehow you called me when I was going to bed yesterday. 
People hide cell phones all the time in jail. But how did you get my cell 
phone number?
JOHNNY (smiling): You know how they say a picture sometimes means a thousand 
words. What if a picture showed you a zillion words? Could you speak a 
zillion words right now? Spectrum Q3!

[The president asks another question and realizes that Johnny already answered 
it.] 

PRESIDENT (amazed): Help me understand why I’m here, nobody can read your … 
your … Q3? Question three—okay, they already told me you were a smart one. 
You know my third question was about the picture. The NASA OBSERVATORY & 
MISSION CONTROL picked up a massive reading the night you said you were given 
the book. Also the PENTAGON has given me information about events that are 
unexplainable, all in the last hour. So you have the greatest discovery in 
human history. But no one knows how to read it but you and your friends.
JOHNNY: I will show you, Mr. President. I connected with you for a reason.
PRESIDENT: Johnny, people would kill for this book. Understand, it’s my job 
to keep this country under control and safe. Telling everybody you have an 
alien book that tells how everything is made and who we are would start World 
War 3! We have to keep this a secret.
JOHNNY: It’s time for the world to be on the same page. Are you ready? Stand 
up, Mr. President … stand up.
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[Security starts to run at Johnny and Johnny smiles.]

PRESIDENT: It’s okay.

[The PRESIDENT’S HAND IS SHAKING, serious but excited.] 
JOHNNY: Listen very carefully; with your left hand, grab your right shoulder. 
Don’t sit down, don’t open the book. Close your eyes, take a long deep 
breath—stay with me—take another deep breath, and with your right hand touch 
the top of the book slowly, slowly.

[The president’s head is beginning to shake; the book is a glowing white 
orb. Everyone in the room is in shock. Security Offi cers are being pushed back 
by energy.]

JOHNNY: Don’t touch him! Did you hear me? Get back! It’s different for 
everyone. Vince, in two minutes push his right hand down! If not, he will be 
standing there reading for two days. Vince, push his right hand down … he 
will lose connection.
VINCE: Okay, so the book is giving him a lot of information—right, Johnny?
JOHNNY: The book knows who everyone is and answers all your questions.
VINCE: It’s giving the president his mission and updates on what is going to 
happen in the future so he can prepare us, right? 
JOHNNY: Yes. To help you understand better, all stars are connected. This 
connection is like one big vision-computer of information collecting all day 
and all night, called Spectrum.
VINCE: Can I get Spectrum?
JOHNNY: Soon, Vince, I promise.
AGENT 1: Prepare for what?
JOHNNY: Prepare for the greatest event on Earth.

[A look of wonder and amazement comes over Vince and the Secret Service 
people. Vince pushes the president’s right arm down, and the president looks 
at everyone as if he doesn’t know where he is. He sits down in his chair, 
looking as if he ran a ten-mile race.]

PRESIDENT: My God … Get me everyone … Everyone! We have to get ready … 
There’s no time.

[Secret Service is giving Johnny a badge as his friends walk into the room. 
Johnny is a boss commander now and leaves to pick up someone very important.]

RECAP – After working together, Johnny and friends complete their fi rst mission: to get an alien book to 
the President.
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PART 3
GREATEST EVENT ON EARTH

[Florida, 8:00 p.m. The next day after losing in a nationally televised 
football game, Troy Alexander is eating some dinner as his mother and father, 
Max, walk into the room. Max looks like a WWE wrestler: muscles everywhere 
and a custom hat. He speaks like a history teacher in front of a classroom.]

MAX: I’m proud of you, son. Keep your head high; your coach made big mistakes 
throughout the game, not you.
TROY: NFL next year, Dad?
BEBE: Your dad’s right, you’re a top ten pick, Troy.

[BeBe is a dark-sexy Latin lady with high energy and attitude that fl ows 
everywhere as she talks and walks.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Maximus Alexander—everyone calls him Max—has a gigantic 
army personality. He can close his eyes and see anywhere on the planet (this 
is called remote viewing). He also has a psychic medium ability. While 
playing football at Alabama, he saw the 9/11 event before it happened and 
felt the pain of all the victims and the ghosts. This drove him to join the 
military and to kill the evil leaders of our world. So Max is a mixture of a 
passionately driven war leader and gifted Tactical Army Ranger with a vision 
of victory that gives him special tracking skills.

MAX: Troy, you’re ready. You are R.G.3 and Peyton Manning put together.

[A knock at the door and Troy answers, it’s Johnny a new member of the 
military now with a bad haircut. Max is standing in a ripped military shirt 
drinking a protein shake getting mad as he knows the military will not leave 
him alone.]

JOHNNY: We need you to come in now.
BEBE (standing behind Max, angry): What’s wrong? Can’t somebody else come in? 
It’s like 8:00 at night; just say you couldn’t fi nd Max or something.

[Troy is tall and strong like his father but has a darker complexion from his 
mother’s side. Watching TV, he is laughing at his mother’s comments.]
JOHNNY: Sorry, we have a code 88.
MAX: The fuckin’ world better be coming to an end. You always have a code 
something.

[Johnny holds his hand out with gratitude. He knows, from reading his old 
visions, that Max is special. Max is playing with a custom knife, not sure 
Johnny is in the military.]

JOHNNY: I wanted to say thank you, Max.
MAX: For what???
JOHNNY: For killing Bin Laden.
MAX: Not a lot of people know that  … I was with my team.
JOHNNY: You’re a hero nobody knows. You are like Rambo mixed with Dr. Xavier 
with a touch of King Alexander. This was totally worth the ride.
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MAX: What the fuck are you talking about, Jack-wagon? Go get in your car 
before I change my mind. Shiiiiit I’m more like the Hulk mixed with Superman, 
all day, all day. Let me get my stuff. I’ll meet you outside.

[BeBe gives Max a kiss at the door. They drive off talking in the car about 
his psychic-medium gifts. On their way to the airport something off in the 
distance is getting bright and then brighter. Max looks back.]

T H E   G R E A T E S T   E V E N T   O N   E A R T H

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Out of the Blue an unimaginable bright light appears 
off in the distance. Max can’t believe how bright it is. It shines through 
the night. Everyone has pulled their cars over to look at the light over the 
Atlantic Ocean.
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MAX (scared): Is that a solar fl are?
JOHNNY: That’s not a solar fl are.
MAX: You’re not pulling over? This is why you’re getting me, isn’t it?

[The white light gets brighter by the second until the whole Atlantic Ocean 
looks like a new sunrise. A scary passion fi lls everyone’s mind. Max’s cell 
phone rings.]

MAX: BeBe, everything is okay!
BEBE: Max, everyone is going crazy in the streets. Are we going to die?
MAX: No, the military knows what’s going on! You and Troy go over to my 
brother’s house, and I will call you soon.

[The horizon is so bright that behind the onlookers it looks like a new sun 
has arisen but there is no warmth. Some light immediately assumes a human 
form with the arms out. Everyone on Earth stands looking as everyone feels 
an overwhelming transcending feeling of peace.]

BCD NEWS: I am Sam Williams; thank you all for watching BCD.

The light has been shining for two hours now. It’s not harmful to the eyes and 
is slowly turning a light blue color. Some scientists had earlier reported 
that it must be a solar fl are, but now they rule this out because the light 
is now blue.

[The four friends’ wives are together as all networks of communication are 
under control by a messenger. Everyone on the planet can hear a voice without 
using a radio. (The voice comes within people’s minds.) On TV they’re seeing 
a man on every channel. The blue light turns into a soft white light. It’s 
still so bright that video can’t make it out yet, but everyone knows it’s 
coming from the Atlantic Ocean.]

T H E  V O I C E – S I M O N

THE VOICE (SIMON): Hello to all. I’ve been called many names . . . I’m here 
to save you. Don’t be troubled. There are many rooms in my father’s house. 
For now, you may call me Simon. Everything you will perceive is a divine 
mystery. Once you perceive it, you will begin to comprehend it better. And 
you will come at last to love the whole universe as I do you all.

[Everyone hears this in the language they speak. People are seeing an image 
on TV of a man who is extending his arms. He looks like an old spiritual 
leader, like Moses or Jesus, with white clothes. He appears very peaceful 
with love exuding from him. The People of China are on their knees praying, 
as are India, Spain, and all religions of the Middle East.]

SIMON: Don’t be afraid. I have a gift for you all. I’m bewildered by the 
magnifi cence of your thoughts and the wish to see you all. You all touch my 
earth and sky. Your effulgence brings me back. Leaders, I invite you to come 
to my Kingdom. United Nations and presidents, please. I have connected roads 
to my Kingdom; please come in thirty-three hours.
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[The white light is now bluish as large roads are leading to a gigantic ocean 
city. From above it looks massive and round. Simon speaks very loud and 
clear. Millions of people are taking boats and going to the beach. A feeling 
of calmness runs through the people at the shoreline. Most believe God is 
here, and they’re praying on their knees in every country. The friends’ wives 
stand outside their houses looking up at what they believe is God. Emotional 
tears run down their faces.]

BCD NEWS: If you’re with us tonight, all presidents have communicated and 
have agreed to travel tomorrow to the city that appeared in the Atlantic 
Ocean. Some say it’s the lost city of Atlantis. The white light is still 
shining but has a bluish tint now. This is the biggest event in recorded 
Earth times.

WORLDWIDE NEWS: Many believe it’s Jesus, some Moses; others think it’s alien 
beings. Tomorrow, our leaders will tell us all what the greatest event on 
Earth has given us. Many pray, most say “don’t go into the light.” Everything 
will change from this day on. In many ways today time has stopped as today 
will be called L1 and the next day L2 I know I wouldn’t sleep tonight. 
L-Means the day the light came to Earth.
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THE GATE LEADING INTO THE ATLANTIS SPACESHIP CITY
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AFTER THE BIG LIGHT – THE LOST CITY OF ATLANTIS – CITY SPACESHIP
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M I L I T A R Y   B A S E – M O R N I N G

[Jack MACKIE has taken Max’s spot. He’s in charge of the top Army squads 
and was on Seal Team 6 under Max’s command for over 5 years. Jack was an 
undefeated boxer as Max was undefeated as a MMA fi ghter. Jack is a kick-ass 
leader full of energy and takes no shit from anyone.

[Thousands of Army Rangers are waiting for word. KENNY speaks to JACK as Jack 
yells at Max while he is walking through the big crowd of military men.]

JACK: Wow, Troy should have milked the clock, Max. National championship game 
on the line. Come on, man.
MAX: Thanks for ducking out on your squad two months ago. You couldn’t handle 
that weak shit, bro. I was in Texas watching my son’s game. You know I’m 
still on call for four years.
JACK: Sorry, my kid needed me again.
MAX: Your kid throws 400 buckets of chicken a night; my son throws 400 yards 
a night.

[Army Rangers are laughing, Jack grabs Max, and Max throws Jack into tables, 
breaking three tables and shattering glasses. Rangers are holding Jack back.]

JACK: Ten rounds, Max, you promised! You been looking for missing little 
girls while I’ve been destroying what’s left of the Middle East.
MAX: I said three rounds of UFC fi ghting, and you know I’ll choke you out in 
one minute.
JACK: I don’t think so.
ARMY GENERAL: Again, Jack! That’s my favorite coffee cup. If I didn’t know 
you two war kings, I would think you hate each other.
JACK: No, boss-man, this is how two alpha dogs communicate.
MAX (laughing): Ain’t that the truth.

BRANDON: Can I talk to you, Max? You will be traveling with the president 
and fi ve others. Not as protection, but as a leader.
MAX: I’m ready … and thank you.

RECAP – The creator of our universe has made his way back to earth, and Johnny has completed his 
mission by making sure Maximus Alexander is with the main army after the greatest event on Earth 
happens.
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T H E   Q U E S T

CRYSTAL JOY   -  ALIEN MESSENGER
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CRYSTAL JOY -  ANGEL MESSENGER - SIMON’S GUIDE - LADY OF FATIMA
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[Leaders are taking helicopters and military trucks to meet Simon in his 
city spaceship. They approach a massive wall and a six-part door after going 
through the magnifi cent gateway entrance. They are greeted and let in by a 
guide named Crystal Joy.]
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CRYSTAL JOY: I trust everybody is okay? Just follow me, it’s only a little 
longer. It’s right through this hallway.
POPE: Hello, my angel.
CRYSTAL JOY: What are these tears upon your face? Are you scared of the ones 
who came before you? The people who died without knowing the truth, they are 
calling from across a distant shore. Soon you will see all of your fears pass 
away.
POPE: You are the Mother of Earth. I always knew you would come.

[Crystal Joy has long glowing-white hair and reminds them of an angel. She is 
an ancient human. Johnny and his three friends are also helping the guide. 
Crystal is walking down an endless hall; no one can take their eyes off 
her and her provocative fashion. Presidents are walking together following 
Crystal.]

RUSSIAN LEADER: Your hair is amazingly beautiful. Wow, nice eyes too. So this 
is what an angel looks like.
CRYSTAL JOY: Thank you.
BRITISH LEADER: Welcome to Earth.
CRYSTAL JOY: It’s funny to hear you say that, but I have been here many times.

[There are passages like in the pyramids, dark with sharp turns and inclines 
upward or downward, some very steep and long, and others that descend 
hundreds of feet.] 

BRANDON: Almost there, Mr. President. Sorry I kept you up all night painting. 
It was the only way to get your attention.

[The presidents are like kids in a candy store: happy, smiling, full of joy. 
Everyone is trying to talk to Crystal, jumping over each other. Johnny comes 
up to Crystal next.]

JOHNNY: You are the lady of Fatima. You gave me the book also.
CRYSTAL JOY (smiling): History has come full circle, Johnny. Now you know 
who you are fi nally.

MEXICAN PRESIDENT: Hello, Crystal this is clearly the lost city of Atlantis, 
right? Tell me I’m right.
CRYSTAL JOY: I will give you what you wish soon.

[Amid dark blue walls a thousand feet high, everything is tremendously massive 
and magnifi cent. There is no writing on the walls, just structures. Simon is 
standing on a big cube fl oating 25 feet off the ground. The room’s fl oor is 
clear like glass and endless. They all move down one of the passageways, 
which are fantastically designed with what appears to be laser precision.]

SIMON: Sorry, there are no seats here. Please stand about fi ve feet apart. 
The fl oor is like a 14D movie, your guide Crystal Joy is going to take you 
through why we are all here. So please watch carefully.
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T H E   Q U E S T
*MORNING

[Simon uses a telepathic language called Spectrum to communicate with Crystal 
Joy. All leaders fi nally walk into the main chamber.]

[There they encounter a video fl oor. The fl oor looks as if it’s opening up 
and everyone is falling, but it’s the ancient vision guide. Crystal Joy is 
pointing, making the image move. Glowing light purple and white tattoos are 
running down her arms onto fl oor screens, forming pictures of planets and 
stars in different colors, all of them beautiful. The round universe is 
coming into view.]

CRYSTAL JOY: We enjoy being out in nature so much because it has no opinion 
about us. You are in its world, in a way. This is how the universe moves … 
there are others, universes that are three trillion years ahead of yours. 
This is how life forms: you are seeing stars, and now you are seeing the 
light from the stars that connect to each other.

[The fl oor is coming up with energy and touching everyone. The video holographic 
fl oor looks alive: Universes from start to end are shown. A completely different 
universe is shown next to ours. Only energy fl ows through this universe, and 
energy species are alive in it. (This is where Simon comes from.)]

CRYSTAL JOY: Two races, known as the Tibians and Ridians, controlled most of 
our universe and were seeding the galaxy. These species used their advanced 
technology to protect life, make life, move planets, and travel anywhere in 
space. The Ridians came to Earth and mixed their DNA with an apelike ancestor 
a long time ago; they have been watching and protecting you ever since. 

We were caught off-guard by an alien species from another galaxy that has 
been taking power from stars as their energy source. Many worlds in the 
galaxy couldn’t stop the threat and have died. This might be shocking to you. 
We call them Dark Warriors, and they are ruled by dark angels. The creator 
of our universe is now forced to act and is here with you today to ask you 
to help him fi ght to save all of what he has built and given us.

[Presidents are looking at the holographic video in disbelief. They are 
shocked as they drop slowly to the ground.]

SIMON: God made one universe. From his universe species learned the secrets 
and made their own universes. This is where some confusion sets in on who 
God really is.

CRYSTAL JOY: I have been protecting you for millions of years, because my 
father helped create you. There are many planets with human-like life on 
them just like you. You are in the earlier stages—a zero-rated planet. I’m 
sorry that my people can’t protect you anymore; it has been my life’s work. 
But now we have a plan.

SIMON: What is your legacy? Why are you here. I’m sorry . . . In about one 
year the Dark Warriors will be in your area, and your star, your Sun, will 
stop! I can’t stop them. We tried; they’re advanced in methods of fi ghting, 
and their many warriors outnumber ours.

[Someone from the crowd yells, “We will live, we will fi ght them on Earth!”]
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CRYSTAL JOY: After your star is gone, you are gone. Everything on Earth will 
die in less than two years; every human on Earth, in eight years. The Dark 
Warriors also will send a great Rip, which will pull apart all elements in 
this universe in less than a minute.

BRITISH PRIME MINISTER: My God.
SIMON: I am an architect, I created this beautiful universe to be different 
from others. We are all inventors, each sailing out on a voyage of discovery. 
I created you that way to have purpose. The world is your gate, and the 
universe is your home.
CRYSTAL JOY: One hundred and eighteen planets are fi ghting as one to stop 
these dark angels. We are not alone in this fi ght. Our time is now.

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: A Colombian leader is mad and talking to leaders around 
him.

SIMON: I’ve planned to trap them and to stop them. Alpha-White is where will 
set them up by letting them think I’m only visiting.
CHINA LEADER: We are leaving to a different planet to fi ght a war? Why can’t 
we fi ght here?
CRYSTAL JOY: You know how many life forms have died without fi ghting, without 
knowing? You can’t even travel to your star. How will you protect it? We are 
here to help the universe …
QUEEN OF ENGLAND: Simon, you made this universe. Who made the other universes? 
And why can’t you just send us to another safe universe?
SIMON: There are many universes much bigger than ours, much more divine. I 
didn’t make them. I’m a living energy Form-3LT7. One of the fi rst universes 
made. I wanted this universe to be different as species developed. I made 
eleven universes the same. As control problems formed, species learned the 
secrets of elements just like I did a long time ago, and as I learned some 
wanted to destroy all of what I’ve build. If I’m captured, all of you will be 
destroyed in a big universe rip, as they build a replacement universe that’s 
their plan. Also they know how to travel in my universes, so there are no 
safe areas.
CRYSTAL JOY: Remember, they do not wish to fi ght you. They want to take the 
power of your star and leave. All of the Milky Way galaxy will turn off like 
a light switch soon.
U.S. PRESIDENT: Why football teams, baseball, Olympic? Why not just military?
SIMON: I’m here to ask you for your best warriors. I know who they are. The 
BOOK OF ALL BOOKS is a gift. If for any reason we do not return, your people 
will know.
SPAIN’S LEADER: Who are you? Jesus, Moses, what God are you? We all believe 
in different Gods on this planet.
SIMON: We don’t have names where I’m from. What if I told you … you are all 
correct and everyone is talking about the same thing? Everyone’s belief is 
leading them to the same place … The power of imagination makes us infi nite. 
The more a man knows, the more he forgives. Knowledge is wisdom, and the 
glorious masterpiece of man. The spiritual purpose in one another is my gift 
to you all. Actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more, and 
become more; this is why I’m here.
CRYSTAL JOY: I have a request for you all. Without saying your name, tell me 
who you are. Give me a combination of words that tell me who you are. Until 
you listen to what I just asked, words don’t make sense.
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[Everyone is looking at their hands as different-colored lights glow from 
underneath their skin. Each leader has a different soft color, showing the 
people of Earth who they are. Energy is their name, and energy doesn’t have 
a name. Everyone now understands.]

POPE: I have my book already, Simon.

SIMON: Everyone here is spiritual for a reason. I made you that way. Soon 
you will understand this and everything else.

[Presidents are talking about the book in two groups. Some are scared, and 
some don’t believe. People are now talking in smaller groups and then come 
together.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Simon hears talk about different churches and religions, 
and he makes small windows around them, showing them the past. Jesus, Moses, 
or whomever they pray to is appearing around them. Tears of joy run down 
their faces. This shows them Simon sent messengers like Crystal Joy to help 
guide them.

U.S. PRESIDENT: I sent every President here a list of people chosen days ago, 
so that when this day happened, we would be ready and organized. In three 
days we will leave at 3:00 p.m. It’s their choice to fi ght, and nobody will 
force them to leave.
CRYSTAL JOY: Give the speeches of your lives. People chosen will see their 
right hand glow.

[Leaders are walking up to Simon and Crystal Joy speaking out loud.]

BRITISH P.M.: I will not stand and watch the sun and planets die anymore. I 
will fi ght for all my children and countrymen.
CHINA P.L.: My list was given and all chosen are ready to go!
MAX: I don’t want to wake up one morning and never see the sun again and 
watch everyone around me die … I’m going to make sure this doesn’t happen.

[Leaders are shaking hands, some crying, some hugging. As the Pope is walking 
away, Simon says to him, “Every book in the universe, including the Bible, 
is in the BOOK OF ALL BOOKS.” The Pope smiles with enjoyment.]

[AFTER BIG SPEECH – The US President is walking away after giving his last 
speech. News reporters are trying to get an extra word out of him, but the 
Vice President is talking to the U.S. President.

VICE PRESIDENT: Another great speech, Mr. President. I like how you said 
three days ago in your fi rst speech you were going to fi ght the evil too.
U.S.PRESIDENT: I’m going, Sam … you’re the President now. I was on the list, 
and I’m glad I was. Don’t tell anybody the sun will not work soon, if we 
don’t return; just tell them about the big rip the evil forces are planning.
VICE PRESIDENT: There’s a possibility we will never know what happens in the 
war?
U.S. PRESIDENT: The BOOK OF ALL BOOKS keeps a record of everything. Our war 
will be shown as it is displayed into probes. Everyone on Earth can watch as 
we fi ght. It will be viewed over the Atlantic Ocean I have nothing else to 
tell you, Sam, so this is good-bye.

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: The U.S. President shows his right hand to the Vice 
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President; it’s glowing. Thousands of helicopters are landing next to each 
other in the Ocean City. Military buses are driving off the alien bridges. 
The city is going into travel mode. Billions of people cheer along the coast.
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PART 4
MISSION TO SAVE OUR SUN

[THE JOURNEY: The white light begins again as the roads are coming into the 
city. From satellite images, the military is seeing a gargantuan craft shape 
forming; a sparkling bright blue energy fi eld appears and they vanish into an 
energy portal. They come out of a round rainbow of energy inside the mother 
ship. Everyone can see PLANET GOLD-TREE from above, as they’re flying by
planets placed close together. They’re coming into a dock.]

BRANDON: Are we there already, Simon?
SIMON: You will be training on a different Planet called PV or Planet Valerie. 
I needed to drop off the warriors of Z48 fi rst here on Alpha-White.

[Two heavenly ladies walk through the doors. Alpha-Military starts to kneel 
to Simon. The divine female master moves in, extending her arm out to offer 
a small ancient glowing orb.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: The Ridians leave—SIMON goes with them, his disappointment 
is that RYCAR is still in charge of the Army. Simon speaks to Johnny and 
Brandon through Spectrum. Earlier the guys got secrets on how the universe 
works and how to build, but not what alien cities really look like. They are 
ready to take it all in now.

[MOTHER SHIP – Gleaming silver in the sun of Alpha-White, spaceships streak 
toward them from this vantage, an anti-gravitational V-ship fl ying Several 
feet above the ground. The doors are opening and various TRAVELERS (warriors 
and planet personnel) are leaving Simon’s ship and striding onto the platform. 
Ancient Ridians are talking to Simon; pictures run through their minds.]
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C I T Y   OF   V A L E R I E

SIMON: I intend to be there following that meeting. Sorry, Johnny, I was 
talking to someone else. 

[Simon sends the warriors of ZH from his mother ship; large circle-chariots 
with no horses bring them down in a fl ash.]

JOHNNY: Simon, you want me to fl y this spaceship? I’m getting so many pictures 
sent to me so fast.
SIMON: Yes, you will be fl ying this to Earth after the war. You’re going to 
help Crystal in the training sessions also.
JOHNNY: Great …
ROB: Why can’t I drive?
KENNY: Because you crashed two cars in one year.
SIMON: Crystal is coming up here soon. I will see you on Alpha-White after 
your training on Planet Valerie.
BRANDON: I can’t believe they moved fi ve planets that close together. Hello, 
hello.
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THE QUEEN  OF ALPHA-WHITE  -  CHROME FASHION - MOTHER OF EARTH
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ALPHA-WHITE OFFICER: K-1-L, K-1-L there’s an alien with unbelievably slow 
Spectrum trying to speak to me.

[It takes Brandon a moment to comprehend, and Johnny smiles. Rob and Kenny 
are in the back just looking out fl oor side windows. Crystal peers at them, 
genuinely surprised—and smiles. The ship is off, and it starts slowly fl ying.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: (the big fi ve) There are red and blue orbs fl oating 
everywhere. A massive Water-City appears on the horizon connected with 
thousands of mile-high statues of warriors and war-leaders standing next 
to each other. Alpha-White is a kingdom of alien history buildings and is 
thousands of times the size of Earth. It’s made mostly of rock and green 
granite. Valerie is three times bigger than Gold-Tree as Valerie designed by 
alien women. Planets T-1 & T-2 are the moons that pull and hold the oceans 
of the big three. A truly amazing alien design.
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THE  5  ALPHA  PLANETS
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BRANDON (returns smile): Give her back, Johnny … I doubt you can fl y it all 
by yourself.

[Johnny elbows Brandon affectionately and then gestures for him to look down 
as the clear fl oor shows unimaginably large planets with long starbases going 
straight out to small-moons. V-shaped spaceships are everywhere. Massive 
statues in long rows are seen as they come into orbit of Valerie. Kenny peers 
through the observation window, hitting his head, hungry for his last glimpse 
of the planets, Crystal is watching Johnny and Brandon fl y Simon’s ship. 
(There are no controls on alien ships; you have to fl y them with Spectrum.)]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Johnny, still close to the window, is refl ecting on all 
of it: the awe the wonder, the romance, the obsession. The mission love of 
his life is coming full circle. Johnny looks at Brandon; for a moment both 
hold each other’s gaze. Brandon knows precisely how Johnny feels. Planet 
Alpha-White dwarfs everything. 
The other planets are smaller, a tiny red orb continues to move along with 
them. (A confusion of pictures and voices) Anti-gravity devices are talking to 
Brandon and Johnny. Crystal is smiling and laughs as VOICES call off Valerie 
Checks. Inside a circular fl oating ship four ancient aliens are watching them. 
After landing, the ancient alien captain yells at Johnny and Brandon.

COMMANDER G.T.: All alien warriors are to train on Alpha-White, not on 
Valerie. You must go.
CRYSTAL JOY: You report to the Alpha-White, Commander Immediately. I’m in 
charge here.
COMMANDER G.T.: Wow, CRYSTAL JOY! I didn’t know you were here. I thought you 
were looking for the protector. Good to see you, as always. Please don’t tell 
your mother.

[SPACE-DOCK is one of the largest structures of the area. There are several 
dock levels, one fl oor consisting of green like fl oors, through which can be 
seen in sections of the ramp dock outside.

DOCK MAN (VO): Dock to Crystal. Spectrum is not in life forms on your ship.
CRYSTAL JOY: They just got here from Earth. This was approved by Simon. 
Please don’t ask me again.
DOCK MAN: The queen is waiting for you.
CRYSTAL JOY: Tell my mother I’m going to train the Earth warriors and I’ll 
see her later.

[CRYSTAL leans over sending Spectrum Picture info:
(Spectrum is SILENT and when it is fi nished, words aren’t spoken.) BEYOND the 
clouds, PLANET ALPHA-WHITE LOOMS LARGE in the sky with a spectacular VIEW of 
a purple WATER CITY close by.]

DOCK MAN: Report is clear; you can move as you wish now.
BRANDON: Thank you.

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: A RACE IS RUNNING throughout all the ladies of Valerie to
fi nd a HERO MATE. Thousands wait in nearby cities like a ROCK STAGE CONCERT. 
The spaceships come fl ying in with many heroes. It’s very intoxicating because 
the ladies of Valerie helped seed the universe, and they believe God’s plan 
is being fulfi lled. The ladies have waited thousands of years for this moment.
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[THE CIRCLE DOORS OPEN – Four women of Valerie (walk in not approved) who 
stride purposefully. THE WOMEN OF PLANET VALERIE are FAR more BEAUTIFUL, 
they are BREATHTAKING and PERFECTLY PERFECTED versus any women of Earth. 
These SEXY and STUNNING fi gures have rainbow-colored eyes. They have perfect 
color skin, some with perfect ELECTRIFYING light makeup and tattoos. They are 
otherworldly DIVINE in many ways. (But to point out there ancient humans) as 
they are the creators of humanity—ancient unique designs gives a RAVISHING 
FASHION; it stops everyone in the room. Some look like goddesses, some look 
like young MAGNIFICENT runway model QUEENS, but all have a touch of religious 
purpose.]

[THE LADIES PUSH EACH OTHER THOUGH THE CIRCLE DOORS. The ladies can’t send 
FAST pictures to human men yet, so they are looking at each other and trying 
to speak with their voices. This is not how they communicate, so they can’t 
speak. The English language from Crystal’s Spectrum is taken in a FLASH, and 
they speak FAST.]

CRYSTAL JOY: Take it easy. How did you get in here?
ALIEN LADY DELIA (eyes on humans): I would never take advantage of clearly 
special type-zero Earth beings. They look like Ridians CARIA! La La laaaa.
KENNY: Hello, Hello.
ALIEN LADY CARIA: You’re speaking, Delia. Wow, I’m speaking. This is a slow 
way to communicate.
BRANDON: Wow, you’re amazing, Delia!
ALIEN LADY CARIA: I want him, Delia!
BRANDON: God dammm, you-all are hot.
ALIEN LADY LATINA (fast): You over there … not you, him! Ummm, take me out, 
K-5-T-34777. I don’t know how to explain myself, Delia.
ROB: Oooh-yeah, I mean okay, yes. What are you saying? La-la, okay.
ALIEN LADY LATINA: You mean what, type-zero? Yes, you will take me.

[Alien ladies laugh as Crystal explains to the Valerie ladies they didn’t 
know addresses yet. The alien women are looking at them, as if they were 
a gift in a store. A sexy-aggressive fast-paced conversation is going on 
between the girls. The guys are confused and completely shocked at the beauty 
of these Six-foot alien models.]
DELIA: I will take you tonight. Spectrum me tonight, tall one.
JOHNNY: I’ll Spectrum you.
DELIA: You better.
BRANDON: We have not gotten off the ship yet, and we are being attacked by 
runway models. What the hell was she wearing? Are they all Queens here? Two 
of them had magic staffs or something?
KENNY (excited): I think that’s alien fashion, bro.
ROB: Do they all look like that? I just thought Crystal did. I think the one 
who didn’t talk was wearing nothing but a big fl ower.
JOHNNY(smiling): This is heaven. I never saw ladies in the BOOK OF ALL BOOKS. 
Did you, Brandon?
BRANDON: No way; I would have said something if I did. Just cities and 
different universes.
ROB(smiling): That lady touched my neck; now I have a glowing picture there.
CRYSTAL JOY: That’s a music note imprint. It will not come off unless you 
have sex with her.
ROB: It’s her name, address, and everything about her. I remember this from 
the book now.
CRYSTAL JOY: Every hour you guys will be getting smarter from the neurons 
growing inside your brains, past the point of any man.
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C I T Y   O F   A L P H A - W H I T E
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FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: The four friends laugh as the ladies are walking off the 
mother ship. We turn our story to the Alexanders, who are walking off also.

BEBE: Did you see all those planets?
MAX: Unbelievable.
TROY: I’m glad we are all together.
BEBE: Me too, Troy. How about you, Max?
MAX: This is one vacation we will never forget.

[An announcement is telling them what to do and where to go. As the people 
of Earth are walking down an endless blue hallway, Jack runs up to BeBe.]

JACK MACKIE: BeBe’s in the house.
MAX: Did you see Ron Jackson, Lewis, Adams, Le-Brant?
JACK MACKIE: Best in the Prose’s.
MAX: We got all the bad M-F-ers too. I know we will win this war.

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Everyone is learning that there are not different 
religions, only the true order of things. All species on the fi ve planets 
are spiritual and have no names; each alien uses a music note for their 
name (like a ring tone). Valerie has purple clear water and the fi sh are 
like dolphin horses with massive fl ying manta rays. Cities run from the light 
green mountaintops into the water. The alien ladies created beautiful clear 
wormholes running throughout the underwater cities. Alpha-White is 100 times 
bigger and also has the same water life. The land isn’t brown like earth but 
real diamond: black land amazingly shining.

Amber orange rainbows rain down from Planet Gold-Tree. It’s breathtaking as 
the different colors mix as the suns come up suddenly in and out. Spaceship 
houses land and move around the planets like a vacation all day long. T-1 
is Nibiru, a water planet, and T-2 is the same. Every alien is thousands of 
years old and sometimes millions. BODY TOUCH-44 is a white light under each 
alien hand; it changes their clothes the way we change a TV channel. Alien 
technology at its fi nest.
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PART 4
MISSION TO SAVE OUR SUN

BRANDON: Simon wants to see you after your fi rst training day. In the private 
section, just ask Spectrum.

MAX: (smiling) Great … God wants to see me.
RON JACKSON: What’s she doing here?
BEBE (sarcastic): Top three in the world for fl ying the B-2 Jet maybe All-
star.
RON JACKSON: (smiling) Sweeeet! My wife can’t even drive a car.

Announcement: Please wait for your assignment groups as you will see and 
receive living Spectrum.
MAX: I still can’t believe this shit.
JACK MACKIE: You were born for this moment.

[MOVING, ESCALATING WAR TRAINING – A moving, escalating fl oor is bringing 
people through a three-part training course. Spectrum implants are beamed 
into everyone without much pain. Spectrum keeps an endless recording; when 
humans see each other, they talk and use Spectrum. When humans see an alien 
being, they use Spectrum only.]
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MALE VOICE GUIDE: The mysterious small implant artifact gives startling new 
technology. As people receive Spectrum, they close their eyes, and a vision 
of information runs throughout their minds, opening neurons to their brain 
activity. People can fi nally use 100 percent of their brains now. All the 
people of Earth look at each other in great wonder now as their escalating 
fl oor is bringing them into the next massive room. Living body armor protects 
living beings from the environment. It also sends signals to Spectrum in 
case of danger. A complex pattern of iridescent dark blue lines, perfectly 
symmetrical, runs over the body, almost following the lines of the nervous 
or circulatory system. It’s almost unseen, and in fact it usually shifts 
and changes color to indicate mood and emotion, without conscious control. 
It lives on top of the body. People are adding living Viking armor also for 
extra protection, a terrifying ancient warrior look.

JOHNNY: How does your living body armor feel?
ROB (smiling): You are all three times stronger now. I guess you will feel 
like a superhero after putting those future Nike boots on also.

[Everyone’s using Spectrum in training now, and they love to use Vision 
Visible, a part of Spectrum. It sends picture language and messaging threw 
your vision and brain.]

JOHNNY: It’s going to feel different not using a cell phone, sleeping only 
one hour in an Earth month, not eating but just drinking the special Lantis-5 
water. You will take it all in quickly, I promise.
ROB: You wouldn’t get older from today. The Lantis-5 water here and living 
body armor regenerate your whole body. The design is fl awless.
JOHNNY: I gave everyone their groups; any questions, just ask Spectrum, and 
it will be on the Cube.
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INSIDE  THE CITY OF ALPHA-WHITE
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[Questions are coming on a massively built movie screen Cube, in the middle 
of a moving-room, moving as Rob and Johnny talk. Thousands are on each of 
the four sides. Questions are being answered on the massive cube as alien 
designers are walking up steps about to talk.]

[A message on the Cube comes fl ashing with a video from alien designers. 
Everyone stops and watches. This message is what drives all ancient aliens 
to seed worlds and protect this universe.]

[THE CUBE – Fantastic energy runs from Spectrum into the minds of the Earth 
people as they watch and feel the full gravity of this mission. This is more 
important than Earth, more important than their families. older alien men 
and women are showing elements on a stage as they speak.]

ANCIENT ALIEN MAN 1: Living body armor is everything you fantasized about or 
thought was impossible. After millions of years of work, the people of Alpha-
White have created living inhibitors of living systems just like the cells 
in your body. Body armor is over your skin today. This is an overwhelming 
technology that gives you immortality and can change your skin color, muscle 
tone, and shape. The best part is that it  can help you breathe on any planet: 
no gear, no helmets.
ANCIENT ALIEN MAN 2: You only need to drink Lantis-5. It is everywhere 
throughout the oceans of our fi ve planets. Spectrum is an informational living 
energy; this is helping the universe stay together and communicates with us 
through all the stars. It was discovered by the Ridians. Spectrum can give 
us information about anything, and I mean anything. It knows the language on 
all planets. It knows if a supernova will take place. The light that touches 
every planet relays unlimited visional information and feeds Spectrum like 
an invisible computer.
ANCIENT ALIEN MAN 3: Element S56 was taken from Stars and is a now called 
Spectrum-56. The universe is in you, as you are in the universe now. It’s 
very touching to me to say those words. We all know Simon made the universe, 
but we believe Spectrum is God’s gateway to us. We all feel this proves there 
is an almighty GOD.

[All the ancient aliens kneel and pray, and the humans also. The Cube turns 
off, and everyone turns to their groups.]

JOHNNY: You got to start using your Spectrum, guys. You’re going to start 
talking with other life forms soon; they don’t all use voice.

[Crystal Joy and Brandon walk through the energy room as Johnny is talking. 
Brandon is running military training as everyone is learning three things at 
the same time. The energy rooms are connected with each other.]

CRYSTAL JOY: It’s so easy right, I was the same way. I couldn’t believe how 
all these living life forms work to help me. As a Ridian and Tibian, I have 
never been the same.
BRANDON: You can call anyone who has Spectrum if there is a star near. That’s 
right, Earth will be watching us soon. I guess we will be like an ESPN 
highlight show as the battle looms.

RECAP – Johnny’s  friends’ mission was to train Earth’s greatest warriors and help protect Maximus 
Alexander. As many planets join in training, the universe is getting ready for an epic battle.
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THE QUEEN’S WARRIOR GUARDS
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FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: As the Bible had misinterpreted fallen angels as men 
with wings in ancient times; they were really two groups of extraterrestrial 
ladies: Crystal Joy and the ladies of Tibia, and the women of Planet Valerie. 
The ladies of Tibia—who are spiritual, magnifi cent, enigmatic, superbly 
shapely, extremely mysterious, and beyond perfect—created Earth’s women in 
ancient times on Valerie. This city of tremendous light that runs into the 
snow is bigger than the mind could ever imagine, but the Water-City is the 
trophy of Valerie, a vast ancient alien cityscape that is legendary. It can 
move like Simon’s battle spaceship kingdom. This city only runs off water; 
this came to Earth thousands of years ago and was called Atlantis. The real 
Atlanteans are from Planet Nibiru. Its location is close to Planet Alpha-
White.

[THE QUEEN is beautiful, with stunningly perfect skin and long legs. Her gown 
metamorphoses into shimmering chrome, twinkling with thousands of diamond-
like points of light. Three sexy lady assistants holding orbs are walking 
with her and stop; also three gorgeous Ridian security ladies follow with 
ancient swords. Everyone lays a hand on her chest and nods in respect.]

CRYSTAL JOY: This is the Queen, everyone—the Mother of Earth.
IVONNA-QUEEN: Hello, everyone. We have protected you for many years. My 
husband used his DNA to make you in his image. He died A-tibia ago in a space 
mission. Now we fi ght together as a big family of freedom. I love you all, 
and thank you for coming.

[She glows with pleasure at the expression on Troy’s face. She smiles lovingly 
and reaches out her hand. He kisses it with respect.]

TROY ALEXANDER: Hello, my Queen.
IVONNA-QUEEN: I can’t wait to see you later in battle training.
TROY ALEXANDER: I will shine like a star.
CRYSTAL JOY: Thank you, Mom—I mean, my Queen … Everyone, use your Spectrum 
for the rest of the day please.

[WAR TRAINING – Brandon shows how Tibian warriors died in battle against the 
Drakes and gives everyone their weapons.]

BRANDON: On your back will be an S.W.G. all-in-one weapon. It shoots electro-
lightning up to twenty yards. It’s also a lightweight sword with two laser 
points that are activated by a touch of a button. This will cut warriors 
like butter. Over your arm is a laser and diamond bullet gun. It fi res both 
rounds at the same time, or you could set it to just sniper-mode with only 
the diamonds fi red at 900 miles an hour.

[More body armor is used also. Humans are building different styles for battle 
as people are trying out all these new weapons and running around with two 
feet in custom running boots.]

CRYSTAL JOY: How do you like your new Weapon guys?

[Thousands everywhere yell, “Hoo-rah! Hoo-rah!” Brandon gets everyone to look 
up at the Vision-Cube.]

BRANDON: Galton and Ridian warriors, you can see here, portals were activated 
around the army, and they all died …
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[Taking questions off the massive Cube.]
CRYSTAL JOY: (smiling) Answers to the next two questions are yes, assimilation 
is tomorrow, and yes, you can run up to 48 miles an hour. We don’t use robots; 
electronic shock waves will just turn them off.

[MAX and JOHNNY are talking about the future as Johnny tells Max he will be 
sending him maps and updates on Drake movements while they’re in battle. Max 
invites Johnny over to his room after training.]
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PART 4
MISSION TO SAVE OUR SUN

OBSTACLE COURSE – NEXT MORNING

[WAR FIELD – A gargantuan stadium building is where war-training is being 
held. The real fi eld has a computer-like fl oor for battle-recall. Battle 
warriors line up for action. One hundred warriors run through different 
battle shooting areas. This time Max and three others tumble down the diffi cult 
course in their living power suits as an ANNOUNCER gives play by play.]

RON: What makes you think … you’ll make … commander, Max?
MAX: Because I’m the King of kings, Lord of lords.
RON: Military … are all the same.

[The group comes to a trap, prepared to shoot. JACK MACKIE jumps over them 
from behind; Max and Ron tumble. They watch, as JACK MACKIE reaches the end 
of the course effortlessly. Max knocks the portal key runner to the ground.]

ANNOUNCER: Wow, are you kidding me?! Great moves to help end the fi ght in 
record time. This Maximus Alexander from Earth is greater than them all!

[A video replays the action on a long screen running all through the energy-
fi eld.]

DALTON: You just broke my record, Max.
RON: He got there last …
MAX: You guys didn’t see that portal key runner?
RYCAR: Killing is great! Stopping the portal key runner is the mission.
MAX: Mackie, Ron, Troy, Tommy, Lewis, we are going to run this idea next.

[OBSTACLE COURSE – VICTORY – Max is showing formations, they all smile 
telling everyone behind them also. The video fl oor-like training has real 
Ridians running. Max drops his gun and runs at the portal key runner instead 
of just shooting his gun.]

MAX: There’s the portal runner.
JACK MACKIE: I’m with you, brother!

[THEATER BOX – NIGHT – All leaders are watching as Max runs and jumps over 
warriors. Jack Mackie hits two Ridian warriors and knocks them out. Ron and 
Max are running straight up the middle, and the Ridian Warrior is running 
fast. A big collision happens, with a loud noise; the portal key is broken.]

MAX: Ahhhhhh!!!
JACK MACKIE (yelling): That’s what I’m talking about!
MAX: Hoo-raaah, mother-fucker! If a portal key holder is shot, he can still 
open a new portal; he can give it to another runner. You need to take it from 
him, by taking him down and shutting it all down.

[STADIUM SEATS – The thousands watching go crazy, like a touchdown at the 
Super Bowl. Troy is watching in the next group. All leaders are talking in a 
special room, agreeing this should be a part of a new battle plan.]

AMERICAN PRESIDENT:(excited) We call that military football …
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SIMON: He is everything I knew he would be.
CRYSTAL JOY (blushing): His son is just like him too!
IVONNA-QUEEN: This is a power move, this saves lives, let’s see if it works 
again …

[THEATER BOX – Troy runs the same game plan. His team is in the distance as he 
takes down another portal key holder. Dalton is a Ridian warrior captain who 
wants to run Max’s action battle plan. Max is showing them all—it looks like 
a opening kickoff in a football game with swords, shooting, and hitting.]

IVONNA-QUEEN: I want Maximus Alexander’s profi le.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: Max has killed the deadliest terrorist on Planet Earth.
VALERIE LEADER: He looks for victory at any cost?
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: He is named after great warriors, Roman and Greek. He 
can see ways to win a war in a fl ash and has proven this many times. He can 
be sitting in this chair and see any place on the planet or any person my 
closing his eyes.

SIMON: He can do much more than that, Mr. President. In time I will bring it 
out of him.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: Amazing skills and a true leader of men.
SIMON: He’s more than a hero, much more than a general.
CRYSTAL JOY: Simon, what about the Star-Weapon from another universe?

[Below in the background is a massive seven-part fl oating base, with rand blue 
orbs blinking, sending back information to all the planets in our universe.]

IVONNA-QUEEN: Somebody brought this weapon here to our universe for a reason; 
I can feel it …
CRYSTAL JOY: It was found in a multi-star.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: What is that?
SIMON: A star from a different universe on a dead orb.

[ALIEN HALLWAY – AFTER TRAINING – Crystal Joy asks Troy Alexander to walk 
with her down to the Water City Village, after he was walking off the 
training fi eld. Troy runs to clean his face. BeBe is laughing with Max, as 
Troy walks to the energy door. BeBe has put on an Alpha-White fashion dress 
called Azuela Alioto. Max is making fun of her craziness, as she is falling 
down trying to put it on, a spicy exotic glowing fl ower style.]

BEBE ALEXANDER(laughing): Troy, don’t fall in love with any aliens, okay? 
Your grandmother will not approve.
TROY ALEXANDER: Very funny. I’ll be back soon.
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THE WOMEN OF VALERIE
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THE WOMEN OF VALERIE
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A L I E N   W A T E R   C I T Y – P A R A D E   N I G H T

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: It’s raining ALIEN FASHION as a PARADE PARADISE of 
thousands of SENSATIONAL HEART STOPPING alien ladies walk down a party 
runway-lane a mile long. The ladies are entering the palaces of the blue and 
amber orange Electric-neon City. Sexy superhero tight fantasy dresses are 
everywhere. A deep affection for all the warriors is given by the unworldly 
perfect women. A secretive, sneaky, unseemly, inappropriate attitude for sex 
runs through the ladies. The sea between the horizons is close. Lady Glamour 
tonight is ancient; everyone is showing electric skin tattoos. The women are 
like vampires because the chemicals are running crazy inside them. They are 
off balance, because they think they will die soon. The guys from Earth are 
being grabbed, as the new freedom warriors stop watching the show and start 
walking into the party lanes. Ladies who have had sex pass their small light 
tattoos on the men like a stamp impression. Rob looks like a Christmas tree, 
with his many glowing tattoos.

Troy and Crystal Joy are walking through an incredible Water City. Energy 
clear fi elds are activated around them. Crystal Joy has on a dress from GL-1 
Gottie, made by Tibian designers; it’s a Gothic otherworldly style, and a new, 
sexy attitude fl ows through her tonight. Gold jewelry is everywhere on her. 
Also connected to the six-part party city is a much bigger one underwater. 
The shape extends beyond the limits of visibility.

[A curving fi ve-dimensional maze of tunnels, this ENORMOUS CIRCULATORY system 
is in three different parts, as human-like fi sh live here. Outside normal fi sh 
roam around protecting it. Tube-towers hundreds of feet high stretch upward 
and out of the Water City. Circling blue and green with light pictures on 
the surface water. It is stunningly beautiful.] 

TROY ALEXANDER: You are a little more fantastic tonight.
CRYSTAL JOY: Thanks … how do you feel about all this?
TROY ALEXANDER: I feel like I’ve always known, but didn’t understand.
CRYSTAL JOY: (laughing) You thought we were all little gray beings.
TROY ALEXANDER: (amazed) I can’t believe Humans, Tibians, and Ridians are all 
the same.

[The water is racing as thousands of Manta-Fottas skim through the water 
playing and racing. Brandon and Johnny are on top of a Manta-Fotta as it 
swims and fl ies. Thousands swim and jump, swim again and fl y right out of the 
water as humanlike fi shmen communicate to the Manta-Fottas to make a show for 
everyone watching.]

CRYSTAL JOY: Hello. Nice shoes, Relanda.
RELANDA (laughing): Thanks … Nice Earth man.
TROY ALEXANDER: Who was that?
CRYSTAL JOY: A friend.

[Next to the water, Kenny is sending Spectrum e-mails to his wife and kids. 
Only feet away is Rob trying to drink with an amazingly beautiful alien 
woman. Rob is on a date and watching Mantas jump and fl y. Brandon sees Rob 
and yells, as the large fi sh takes him under the water.]

ROB: I can’t believe there is no food, that you only drink.
LATINA: Do you come to save me? I want your love tonight. You can save me, 
yes?
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ROB: I’m going to save you tonight and tomorrow. “WOW, GO, JOHNNY!”

[Instinctively the MANTA knows Johnny wants to show off. The Manta jumps over 
the eating area right over Rob and his alien model. Rob is laughing so hard 
he drops a glowing drink on himself. Cities are all around them, an island 
city is close to City also. Massive Neon buildings run along the coastline.]

TROY ALEXANDER: I can’t believe that guy was fl ying a fi sh. I think he was from 
Earth too … Anyway, I heard your father made us. I thought Simon did?
CRYSTAL JOY: Tibians mixed their DNA with the Earth biology on your planet 
millions of years ago and did it again later.

[ALIEN WATER CITY – Three stunningly beautiful ladies walk by looking at 
Troy. Crystal Joy makes a fi st and sends a one-way message to the ladies behind 
Troy’s back. The ladies laugh in the distance as Troy smiles at Crystal Joy.] 

CRYSTAL JOY: My father is Tibian, and my mother is Ridian.
TROY ALEXANDER: That’s funny; my Mother is Spanish, and my Father is American; 
it’s all the same stuff. Wow, what is that?

[Both are touching mega waterfalls, and Crystal is making water fl oat. 
Thousands of colors of lights from the ground are shining up. Troy jumps 
around the water and can’t believe he’s not getting wet. Troy sees spaceship 
houses travel by. Tibians land by the Ocean City, and some are taking off. 
Crystal Joy is using Spectrum to talk now.]

TROY ALEXANDER: Okay, you want to use Spectrum.
CRYSTAL JOY: In 1917, I came to tell your world we were coming; three young 
children saw me as a divine lady. I came many times, but somehow the message 
was misinterpreted. I told them my father created the people on Earth.

TROY ALEXANDER: Wow, you are the Lady of Fatima—the angel the three little 
girls were talking about. My mother told me that story when I was ten. Who 
else came to earth?
CRYSTAL JOY: Our fi rst order is to protect Earth. Many planets were approved 
by us, only to travel to Earth but not to stay.
TROY ALEXANDER: I saw many UFO things on TV but never believed.
CRYSTAL JOY: Like vacation, Troy.
TROY ALEXANDER (laughing): I can’t believe the fi sh let you ride them. We eat 
fi sh and have them as pets in our houses.
CRYSTAL JOY: Yes, there like water horses here. We never eat the fi sh on this 
planet. The fi sh are like godfathers to us; we protect them.

[ALIEN WATER CITY – Troy sees a tall part of the planet going straight 
down into a massive hole. Ships travel down through a tunnel-like highway. 
Thousands of ships are going into it as Crystal Joy tells Troy not to get 
too close.]

TROY ALEXANDER: My Spectrum is telling me that I’m in hilomas; what’s that? 
CRYSTAL JOY: (laughing) Ask me again one day.

[DULCIA CITY – Many two-mile-wide W-shaped ships are traveling through 
the tunnel highway. They walk into a city transfer portal. Both are on a 
phenomenal diamond planet called T-1. Troy can’t believe everything here is 
diamonds as he picks up a really long diamond.]
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[Crystal Joy calls Spectrum for the diamond element to be made into an 
ultimate sword. It’s being cut with dark matter as it’s fl oating.
She gives it to Troy as a fi ght gift.]

TROY ALEXANDER: Let’s go to the Gold-Tree planet.
CRYSTAL JOY: Only Prime Leaders can go there. It’s their kingdom. 
TROY ALEXANDER: So you live on three planets …
CRYSTAL JOY: Tomorrow I’ll show you Gold-Tree.
TROY ALEXANDER: This sword would cost millions on my planet.
CRYSTAL JOY: I know your Earth sells those elements. We don’t have money 
here, only love.
TROY ALEXANDER (smiling): How old are you?
CRYSTAL JOY (laughing): I’m only a hundred thousand years old; most are 
millions of years old here.
TROY ALEXANDER (smiling): You are so beautiful …

[Crystal Joy just smiles and steps into the night light. Small electric 
colors run off her skin like a thousand rainbows, as if she were made of 
diamonds—an awesome sight. She is now inches from Troy, still glistening; he 
is entrancing her. She wraps an arm around his waist and arranges her face 
into a calm expression. They look at each other and pause as Troy kisses 
her.]

[DULCIA CITY – Crystal Joy puts her head on Troy’s shoulder as the next day 
comes fast. The people of Earth are getting ready for day two in the training 
area and have been given their ranks.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: One rotation on Valerie would be three days on Earth. 
Most people don’t need to sleep anymore; some pray and take one hour to rest 
but don’t need to. 
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PART 4
MISSION TO SAVE OUR SUN

RON JACKSON: Everybody is ready; Max, it’s an honor to have you as a unit 
leader. I wish you had full command. We are on the second Planet Valerie. 
The Tibian K-Kon is our commander, and the chief is Caltony. I hope they put 
us in the right places. 
MAX: Remember our attack Spectrum codes. You’re in command on the ground, 
Ron. Millions around you will be shooting … Be careful.
BEBE: I’ve been chosen on the fl ight team. I’ll be picking you up, baby; these 
alien ships all fl y by the mind and vision.

JACK MACKIE: I’m with the Queen. Your son is with the yellow team under me.
RON JACKSON: Rycar didn’t like the new fi ghting plan you created to stop 
Drakes.
MAX: He’s the reason the Ridians and Tibians lost the last two wars.

[ALPHA WHITE CITY – Max walks into a door portal from Valerie to get to 
Alpha-White. While walking to Simon’s section he sees a massively built epic 
statue of a man of God standing. Ridians are saying hello to Max through 
Spectrum and music notes. Hundreds of images are coming through. As he is 
walking to Simon’s offi ce, a triangle door opens.]

SIMON: Never hesitate, Maximus. With a desire, a dream, a vision, if one has 
the courage, one will change all the worlds. So how’s everything going?
MAX: Surprisingly easy … My wife had a question for you. Is there a heaven?
SIMON: Species praying on planets send signals. Tibians pick up these messages 
that they are dying or need help. We can save them in many ways or bring 
them into Alpha-White’s sister planet called G-oust or Light-Alpha. They are 
reborn forever. I believe you call this heaven … Only some are chosen, Max.
MAX: Everything I was told was just misinterpreted but true in many ways.
SIMON: Great things are diffi cult; but to command great things is more 
diffi cult. You have great ideas of how to fi ght Drakes, but remember we are 
fi ghting to trap one dark angel. I will take care of all the rest.
MAX: I know you’re going over the last battle plans for the Drakes.
SIMON: I’ll let you be a part of it, Max. Do you think your Medium ability 
gives you an advantage in battle?
MAX (distantly): You don’t already know? You read trillions of minds.
SIMON: I can’t see you like others, I don’t know why.
MAX: Why do you need warriors, Simon? Just use your power to destroy these 
dark armies.

[Max is walking around Simon’s circular offi ce looking at energy pictures on
the wall.]

SIMON: I use my power to create, to make universes. I have destroyed a 
universe the Drakes had completely ruled before. It was the last time I used 
my power to destroy a universe.
MAX: I feel pain from victims, I use their pain for revenge … I don’t know 
why this drives me the way it does?
SIMON: You see images of crying ghosts; this empowers you, but not for 
revenge; rather, to change the future for peace. You end wars.
MAX: I see lots of death from the past here.
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SIMON: You’re not seeing any pain here. There’s never been a war on any of 
the fi ve planets.
MAX: I’ve never been wrong … Why now? 
SIMON: I was watching a man from a different universe on a beach, as a tsunami 
was coming in. He swam into it, diving under the water.
MAX: Swimming hard without thinking, after he saw the water receding, right?
SIMON: Everyone else just ran to the city. Most just watched death coming. 
The man who swam out lived … Yes, everyone else died but the eight whom he 
saved. After the seventh wave came in, he just rode it in. Do you think 
anyone would have listened to him if he told all the people on the beach to 
swim out?
MAX: No … But it would have given them a fi ghting chance if they swam out far 
enough.

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Simon walks around a diamond video wall TV. It’s playing 
while Simon is talking about the four people to whom Crystal Joy gave the 
BOOK OF ALL BOOKS on Earth. He also shows Max her round city-spaceship that 
landed on Earth in ancient days, called the city of Atlantis. Max sees that 
the city of Atlantis just took off the way Simon’s city did on Earth. Max 
is amazed about this story in so many ways, as he thought this city was 
underwater somewhere.

SIMON: I found a weapon I’ve never seen before from a dead star, driven into 
my universe from a different universe. It uses the power of stars in our 
galaxy to power itself up.
MAX: Let’s use it … It looks like a big crossbow gun.
SIMON: Everyone who tried to use it has died. I can’t even use it; it gets 
too hot to hold. Hot like a star.
MAX: Whose is it then?
SIMON: A defender … a powerful universe war leader. He must have used it in 
a different universe and sees somehow we need it. Remember, there are many 
universes next to the ones I have built, from other creators.
MAX: I hope he’s still around; we need him.

[MAX’S FLASHBACK – A planet being attacked by Drake Warriors, family of life-
forms, one small life form is reaching out for Max’s hand. Max’s comes out 
of his vision.]
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MAX: I’m going to win this war, Simon.
SIMON: A general not only sees the way to victory; he also knows when victory 
is impossible. You were named after great warriors. I know you have seen a 
statue of Kiltonis.
MAX: Yes, I have.
SIMON: Kiltonis is half Tibian, half animal. The Drakes destroyed two of 
their planets. He used his rage to fi ght by using nasty hunting ways.
MAX: What happened to him?
SIMON: After Rycar pulled out of the last battle with the Drakes, Kiltonis 
somehow found a hiding spot in the ship and traveled back to Black-Star. 
That’s their home planet. He came back thirty years later on a Drake ship in 
our last battle, against the angels.
MAX: Thirty years! He hunted that long, killing …
SIMON: There are two types of pain in this world: pain that hurts you, and 
pain that changes you. Yes, he had trophies; also, he was sixteen feet tall 
with glowing white eyes. Very scary as he was eating Drakes. 
MAX: How did he die?
SIMON: He died trying to use the Star-Weapon. His rage of killing all of the 
Drakes killed him. Remember this story, Max, because I have a gift for you; 
put it around your hand. It’s a special element. Don’t ask me why; just take 
it. More important is to remember.
MAX (sincerely): I’ll never take it off, Simon.
SIMON: This element will bring any life back. I hope you use it wisely.

Announcement Spectrum: Registering high levels of adrenaline. Your living 
body armor says to stop extreme exertion. Unknown element unknown element.

MAX: It’s okay, Spectrum.
SIMON: Rycar is waiting for us.

[BATTLE ROOM – The battle plan on three different planets is being put 
together by RIDIANS and Spectrum. MAX and SIMON walk in as RYCAR is talking.]
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RYCAR: We will hit them, and they will follow. Simon will use mass-protection 
energy around the three planets. Their detection of Simon will bring them 
straight to Alpha-White.
TIBIAN LEADER: We only need one dark angel alive, right?
RYCAR: That’s right.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: Can you pull travel codes from them?
RYCAR: It takes hours, but Spectrum can. Simon can take them fast.
SIMON: The darkness is their home. They know Spectrum would locate them with 
any star nearby, so they must have made a fake one.
MAX: Can I talk? Leaders voted to use color ranger fi ghting. I don’t see it 
here on the war-log.
RYCAR: I’m sorry … who are you again?
MAX (angry): I’m Maximus Alexander. No disrespect, but you have no idea if 
angels will touch land. You’re playing it safe. Safe ain’t gonna get you shit 
in this world.
RYCAR: They always have!
MAX: In your last battle Simon and Spectrum weren’t with you.
RYCAR: And your point, type-zero?
MAX: They will not have dark angels on the ground; it’s too risky.
RYCAR: They are not scared of anything. Max! They only have one speed one 
desire: take, destroy, kill.
MAX: That’s when they thought they were fi ghting Ridians and Tibians.
RYCAR: What?!
MAX: With Spectrum and Simon in the battle the dark angels will give orders 
from above …
RYCAR (angry): Dark angels are the leaders, Max! And if you talk about 
Ridians and Tibians again—
CRYSTAL JOY: Please look at the video globe.
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[Max and Crystal Joy walk around a fi ve-planet video globe displaying Max’s 
plan. Johnny and Simon watch together at a sitting area.]

MAX: After they come to Alpha-White, we will let them land. With no protection 
fi eld.
CRYSTAL JOY: We will fi ght only ten minutes and use portals to jump to Planet 
Valerie.
MAX: We will blow up Alpha-White’s north side, using Simon’s energy fi eld 
around their fl eet. This traps them close to Alpha-White. All four planets 
will be out of danger now. As they can’t leave, we will board their mother 
ships.
RYCAR (angry): We don’t destroy planets; we protect them!
CRYSTAL JOY: Mother ships will land with no fi eld up. We will destroy three 
or more. We will use (Blue-Ranger Fighting) to drive them to send in their 
top killing forces; as angels come out, we take one.
RYCAR (angry): On Gold-Tree you want to blow up the planet too … Our plan 
was already voted on by 118 different planet leaders.
MAX: In six hours we will have half their fl eet destroyed. Simon and Spectrum 
can pull information from a captured dark angel leader. Trapping their mother 
ships so they can’t leave is the key, not protecting the planets. It will 
drive out dark angels right away and save us from a long death battle.
RYCAR: No, Max, in six hours you would have destroyed Alpha-White, lost 
Planet Valerie, and let Drakes through portals on Gold-Tree with your fi ghting 
ways.

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Everyone is looking at Max, and he’s not talking; his 
eyes and head are down. Simon sends over a message only Max can hear and 
says: “A tsunami is coming, Max. Do you think they will follow you?”

MAX (angry): Never tell people how to do things. Tell them what to do, and 
they will surprise you with their ingenuity strength, and hope. I’ve never 
lost a war … I’ve never lost a battle … I’ve seen dead families here, from 
Drakes and dark angels. Let me help you win.
RYCAR: You’re a type-zero being—type-zero with one planet! There are beings 
here with twenty planets, hundreds of planets at risk. If you don’t understand 
what a type-zero planet is.

[Rycar is walking around the video cube, pointing. Lina is his secretary of 
battle.]

LINA R.S.: You use your planet to move; we use the power of the stars to 
travel. Ridians made you years ago. We have been around billions of years, 
Maximus … Why do you think you are here?

RYCAR: You couldn’t even travel days ago. Now you’re telling us what to do? 
We are a type-two, and we don’t take orders from a type-zero species. Only 
Simon, a type-three, could give orders here. It is the way of things, Max.
IVONNA-QUEEN: Must I remind the warriors here that peace is our objective … 
not war? All will lose their freedom if we can’t get a dark angel. This 
decision of how to do this can be by everyone. I pray you do not let fear 
push you into a disastrous decision. Vote for true victory.
MAX: This is the largest army ever built … more than a hundred trillion 
strong. You need the greatest king-warrior to fi ght against pure evil like 
this. Can you solve a war puzzle by approaching it in a new way? Are you an 
innovative thinker and a strategist, deserving of victory? Are you this, 
Rycar?
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CRYSTAL JOY: I think we should vote on it.

[BATTLE ROOM – Leaders vote. Max loses but is given general status on Planet 
Valerie at full command. Johnny is Max’s battle information guide. Blue-
Ranger Fighting was given on Gold-Tree and Valerie. Troy Alexander and Jack 
Mackie are on Gold-Tree. Johnny and friends are in communications. Alpha-
White is under the control of Ridian King Rycar.]

[LATER – Johnny is leaving Max’s room after drinking a wonderful spice drink. 
Maximus and his wife stand hugging together after looking out at the alien 
city as a Spectrum voice call comes in. Three dynamic Raptor-Dragons fl y up 
to Max’s outside balcony. BeBe is scared but touches the large head of a 
D-Raptor. Just like a dog, the D-Raptor turns its head in enjoyment. They are 
telling Max they will protect him in battle. Max with honor agrees. The two 
suns in the distance come up, revealing a breathtaking view. All the people 
and families are shown leaving in billions of small spaceships, running out 
to different locations. Only the massive warrior army formed is left with 
some ancient aliens who don’t want to leave.]

[D-Raptors hate dark angels and have had battles in the past. The D-Raptor 
is an intelligent fl ying dinosaur, a fearless predator that can run and fl y.]

RECAP – Maximus Alexander is getting a chance to use his ideas and lead a massive military force on 
Planet Valerie, but Rycar still has the alien leaders on his side. Also Simon sees a power in Max he’s never 
seen before in a life form.
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W A R D A Y
*NIGHT

MAX’S BLUE TEAMS – The eight-mile-long battle tower-ship reverberates with 
the noise of the thumping engine rotors. The roar of small fi ghter planes in 
different W-shapes pass. V-warships are quickly passing also. From the open 
doors is long viewing centers like on a vacation boat liner.

Checking their WEAPONS, making last-minute adjustments to their gear. Finally 
shown is a scary black battle camoufl age with a very small red Earth cape on 
their right shoulder. This future VIKING look of the 2222 warriors of Blue 
Teams 1-2-3 stand out from all the rest of the freedom fi ghters. Top Tibian 
warrior Cy-bonis is a frightening bull of a man, a 365-pound killer; he has 
three twin brothers all alike sitting around him. He removes from his pocket 
an ancient tooth of a large shark.

He looks across at T-Mac, a huge bear of an alien man, who’s holding a 
WGA weapon and takes the tooth. T-Mac is the greatest warrior of Planet 
Galtillion. He holds out a three pointed electric crossbow and gives back an 
orange ring. Cy-bonis refuses with a gentle shake of the head but takes his 
awesome sunglasses instead, with a knowing smile; he knows what’s coming.

Holding the music CD between his teeth Le-Bryant from Earth yanks on his 
amazing space-like Nike shoes. From his shoulder he pulls out a wicked, two-
foot combat gun-knife. He places the razor-sharp blade next to his CD and 
slices through it as if it were butter. He chews gum as he looks at best 
assault team ever created. Seated by the open doorway is Jesús Ramírez, an 
East L.A. streetwise Chicano top sniper in the Special Ops. He has two big 
crosses of tattoos on his arms (great artwork)

He is adding a fi nal piece of camoufl age tape to his WGA gun-sword. He looks up 
and smiles, miming to shoot. Ron Jackson and Ray, million-dollar pro football 
linebackers, are reading a rolled-up computer map. Maximus Alexander grabs 
the tooth from T-Mac. Getting comfortable with the men, Max is showing 
Ramírez a picture of dead Bin Laden as the commando unit circles and gives 
respect to Max. (A SPECTRUM CALL COMES IN.)

* * *

MALE VOICE GUIDE: Now back on Earth people are watching on one side of the 
Atlantic Ocean a tremendous jumbo holographic screen. Four boxes are showing 
different views of Earth warriors getting ready, as well as full views of 
the battlefi elds of the war to come. The wives and Rob’s girlfriend are with 
the President’s family.

JOHNNY (VO): Spectrum! I have the Drakes on Vision Visible. Twenty-six mother 
ships, nineteen battleships, and eight fl eet liner bases. Simon, you can use 
your mass-energy protection now.

[COMMUNICATION FROM SPECTRUM OPENS AND EVERYONE CAN HEAR THE LEADERS SPEAK 
IN SPECTRUM.]

CRYSTAL JOY (VO): Everyone get ready, it’s time! Security, please take the 
queen to Gold-Tree. We don’t have much time.
MAX (VO): Spectrum! Get me Rycar.
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[Maximus has his Blue teams painted in dark Red tribal stripes from face to 
legs. Most have solid gold belts with extra long diamond protection around 
them like an ancient Viking warrior. All have big blue protection sunglasses.]

MALE VOICE GUIDE: Ridians are preparing long laser guns and running behind 
the gun buildings, not through the portal fi eld area, to get ready to face the 
Drakes. All leaders watch impatiently and wait as Rycar is getting ready on 
Planet Alpha-White. A Spectrum call comes in from Max to Rycar.

RYCAR: I don’t have time, Max.
MAX (VO) Keep Vision Visible activated! I want to see what they’re doing from 
different points.
RYCAR: Spectrum! Activate my personal Vision Visible log for Max.
MAX (VO) Rycar! Prove me wrong, please … Good luck.

[WAR DAY – CONTINUOUS – Bright stars sparkle in the distant sun—one thousand 
orbiting Ridian ships. They settle ominously into the foreground, moving 
swiftly, setting a trap. Starships move closer. The awesome size of the 
gargantuan twenty-six Drake mother ship army is revealed. Drake star-taker 
base ships are destroyed in the distance.]

[Drake mother ships are fi red at by small Ridian space fi ghters, as they run 
to Alpha-White. The Drake mother fl eet and dark angel ship follow slowly. 
(They know Simon is there.) The fl eet orbits Alpha-White, while troops and 
ground warriors are sent. (Drake warriors are in long lines of thousands, 
yelling.) Thousands run through a portal from their mother ship. In a green 
fl ash they’re through and running on ALPHA-WHITE. With a roar, Drakes come 
running out; swarms of landing craft fi re at the portal from far away. A solid 
long stream of electric laser is released at the natural portal, and green, 
white, and blue colors race down the long laser(killing Drakes).] 

[DRAKES have electric metal protection suits on. They are charged up red, 
yellow, and dark blue; the colors match their mother ships with a different 
energy technology that they can use to jump from universe to universe.(It’s 
used to block weapons on our worlds Ship to suits.)]
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D R A K E    W A R R I O R S
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RED-DRAKE LEADER: Send the J7K’s that way! Build me a protection area. Get 
out laser blockers. Use Tac-metal for airships. Let the lasers kill the 
K-Drakes. I will kill all the leaders here fast.
K-1 DRAKE WARRIOR: Yes, Kingmaster.
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R E D    D R A K E    W A R R I O R   L E A D E R
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K-1 DRAKE WARRIORS
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RED-DRAKE LEADER.: They’re hiding behind their lasers … scared and weak.

[WAR DAY – CONTINUOUS – Tracers pour out red and orange, in the darkness of 
night.]

K-1-DRAKE WARRIOR: They are weak, Master! I have found places for new portals.
RED-DRAKE LEADER: Open them now!

[WAR DAY – CONTINUOUS – With Ridian armies in the far distance behind the 
lasers. Drake armies easily form thousands of barriers in different spots, 
gathering new portals. The drumming sound echoes deep within the ground. 
Waves of Drake warriors are stopping and killing Ridians as they run again. 
The war sound becomes unbearably loud.]

[The Red-Drake commander is killing Ridians with a sword that is fl ashing, 
cutting, and punching through the battlefi eld of thousands of Ridians. He is 
taking full control of the area. Static electricity sparks giant bolts of 
pure white lightning and new portals open. The Red-Drake commander yells.]

[Ridians are not stopping portal-runners from activating new portals. All 
planets watch the fi ght as Rycar is losing. Fighting hand-to-hand now, Drake 
warriors are taking Planet Alpha-White by storm. The Red-Drake commander 
blows up a Ridian battle-base and grabs a Ridian leader. He becomes vicious 
when attacking and kills anyone who gets in his way.(He’s got a Ridian 
captain.)]

RED-DRAKE WARRIOR: Where is the universe maker?
RIDIAN CAPTAIN: God help me. Simon is in the Blue battle building.
RED-DRAKE WARRIOR: God will not touch you with power. Simon created this 
universe but doesn’t control it anymore.

[Red-Drake leader is grabbing the Ridian and squeezes his head, killing him.]

RYCAR: Get me fl ight crew six! Hold the six new portals!
T-17 (VO): This is base two; we have lost control, Rycar! There are too many 
coming at us!
RYCAR: I just sent two war parties to your position! Hold on, hold on.

[WAR DAY – CONTINUOUS (Hours go by) – Rycar watches nervously as the Drakes 
fi ll the area around the battle war-group; the surface is now a defensive line 
of fi re. Drakes are using fl oating parts and metal, putting together spaceships 
in seconds like a big puzzle. Hundreds are made in bare seconds. Also the 
electric energy-suits have adjusted to the long lasers.(The Drakes can’t be 
hurt now.) Ridian space fi ghters are shooting at portals, as Drake small space 
fi ghters are put together.(It’s an air battle now.)]

RIDIAN WARRIOR.1: Someone made a mistake. Angel leaders aren’t coming out of 
the portals.
DALTON (angry) (VO): Tell all of our people to go to Planet Valerie; set a 
boom in the transporter. Do it now!
RIDIAN WARRIOR.2: Get us out of here, Dalton!
DALTON: I’m going to Valerie to set up an angel trap; tell the armies to 
follow me! Maximus was right.

[WAR DAY – Drake warriors walk past lots of dead Ridians on the fl oor. 
Thousands of warriors move in ordered rows, drifting down a mountain valley. 
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Huge fi ghting forces use green electric weapons, and large explosions follow. 
Two cities explode around them in a fl ash of white and green energy. The Red-
Drake warrior fi ghts over ten Ridian guards and slams Rycar into a wall.]

RED-DRAKE WARRIOR: Come in, Equnios. This area is in my control. I wait for 
your next command. No angel commanders needed here. Also, there is no sign 
of the universe creator. They are calling him Simon.
EQUNIOS: Don’t call me again until you have the Creator-Simon.
RED-DRAKE WARRIOR: I’ll destroy all these weak species soon.
EQUNIOS: Simon can pull info from our Dark-Angels; so after we have him I’ll 
send in all of the Dark-Angel to eat these small species.
RED-DRAKE WARRIOR: I’ll watch slowly. 

[Freedom leaders are talking through Spectrum and watching video globes. Max 
has his hands folded, thinking, as many different small Drake ships are in 
victory battle lines. The Blue assault team makes a gesture to Max in perfect 
harmony as their eyes focus after watching millions die on Alpha-White. They 
are hoping for a miracle from Simon, Jack Mackie and Max.]
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ALEXANDER’S BLUE TEAMS  –  TALKING IN FLOATING BASE
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THE QUEEN’S WARRIOR GUARDS – FLY-COASTERS
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JACK MACKIE (VO): Are you seeing this?! It’s like a light show down there. 
All WEAPONS TEAMS! I want a check down. Who’s got my SIX.
MAX: Mackie don’t let them sent up new portals. Did you see that shit? Take 
’em down fast before they open perimeters. They are setting up a ace-high 
fl ush by checking Fourth Street, and checking the river again. They’re making 
us think they only have a bottom pair. They want us to bet! They want all 
the chips.
JACK MACKIE: I hope you’ve got a full house, Max.
MAX: Rycar is getting outplayed.

[The Red-Drake war leader has a dead Ridian head raised high; millions of 
Drakes raise their hands in victory on Alpha-White: total domination. Johnny 
and his friends are organizing Max’s army plans.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Inside the fl oating battle warship on Valerie are Tibian 
warrior ladies who walk past Max. These ladies are waiting for orders, 
clicking on their tight and sexy unworldly battle gear. Max looks back at all 
the clicking and shakes his head as Gabriella walks up to him.

She is everything the word beautiful means, but Max just looks down at his 
ring. (A quick image of his wedding day fl ashes and his son being born.) 
Gabriella intercepts his images from Spectrum with honor she smiles wishing 
it was she. Max tells her she will be protecting the Blue units and taking 
orders from BeBe, his wife. He points at a lower level where he wants them 
to get ready. 

The ladies grab fl y-coasters that look like mechanical gliders. Their hands 
intersect with long guns attached to big rails, forming an all-in-one piece, 
a perfected fl ying killing device. A musical note is played like a cell phone 
ringing.

BEBE (VO): Hello, my love. I’m worried.
MAX: You’re my universe, baby. I’m going to send reinforcements to Alpha-
White soon. Focus on fl ying.
BEBE (VO): Hooah, my love …
MAX: Fly-coasters are circling the battlefi eld. Your team is for picking up 
only, and the last line of defense.
BEBE: You told me fi ve times, Max. I’m an angel-bus driver. I understand.

[FLOATING BATTLE BASE – Max is watching Alpha-White’s war and sees no signs 
of dark angel leaders on the ground. Six mother ships are now orbiting Planet 
Valerie. Freedom leaders are watching the video globe cube and back at each 
other in disbelief. Ron Jackson and the Blue teams are in a massive long room 
behind Max getting ready.]

MAX(concerned): Spectrum, get me Rycar! Come in, Rycar, Rycar … damn it, 
another one. Fuck! That’s ten portals now.
RON JACKSON (yelling): Everybody, listen up! We have to hit ’em and take ’em 
down, or we’re all dead. This is our house—Valerie’s house! And this bitch 
ain’t letting nobody in!
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: Open up the guns on my mark.

[On Planet Valerie all long laser guns are pointed at the natural-portal 
and fl ight teams and armies are waiting. Behind the portal, there is a fi ve-
thousand foot cliff straight down. Max is talking to the queen on a closed 
channel.]
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MAX (slowly): I’ve been waiting for this all my life. I haven’t slept in six 
days, but I’ve never felt more alive.
IVONNA-QUEEN (VO): Max, I opened all Spectrum channels. Tell the warriors 
something to lift their spirits. They just watched millions die on Alpha-
White. Are you ready, Max? Three, two, one.
MAX (excited): I ask for the hand of God today! I ask for his glory! A great, 
mighty army is upon us. We are a hurricane of madness unleashed, revealed 
unstoppable. Tsunamis are coming through those portals! Tsunamis! Most will 
run or hide. I’m going to swim out before the devastation hits and ride the 
last wave in, saving the weak. I ask the warriors here: Who will bring the 
wrath of vengeance?! Who will ride the great waves with me?!

[All the warriors on Valerie and Gold-Tree cheer and yell.]

MALE VOICE GUIDE: So as the battle for the stars is playing out, Johnny and 
his friends are in battle towers running planet defenses. Thousands of Drake 
warriors run through the natural-portal fi eld on Valerie as they did on Alpha-
White. Rainbows of long lasers fi ll the night and rip apart Drake warriors 
as tracers fl y to light up the night battlefi eld. They run in all directions. 
The small Drake spaceships come out left to right—and thousands of XT-Tibian 
fi ghters shoot down the smaller Drake ships. Dalton’s WGA teams shoot as 
Z-Tons and Tibian warriors run in battle lines. Hand-to-hand fi ghting is in 
effect now. Swords swing as electric and small lasers are shot on both sides.
A dark cloud and fi reballs start to form around the tremendous battlefi eld. 
SCARY AS HELL.

TIBIAN LEADER: Fly-coasters, wait for my command.
TIBIAN W.L.(VO): Okay, Tibians, watch your fi re! Blue rangers will be running 
in the fi eld of battle.

[The Drake warriors who get past the front lines are holding protection 
shields; most die early on. Long colors of bright lasers are melting and 
cutting Drake warriors. Thousands are putting up barriers. Only one hundred 
yards away from gun housings. Blue-Teams Thousands Slamming the ground in 
music beats. Everyone is repeating words said by Blue leaders. Thousands are 
singing and chanting.]

RON JACKSON(chanting): My house—my time. After this I’m going to drink my 
wine! What time is it? What time is it?

[Everyone is listening to fi ght and music jumping around. Also Tibians are 
joining in the battle chant.]

DALTON V.W.L. (chanting): Hooah Hooah!
THOUSANDS IN A LOW VOICE: Hooah Hooah!
JACK LEWIS: What time is it! What time is it!
Thousands scream: GAME TIME!
JACK LEWIS: What time is it!

[Everyone is jumping up and down, repeating words. Troy and Jack Mackie watch 
on Vision Visible and join in.]

JACK MACKIE (VO): Whose house?!
Everyone screaming: MY HOUSE!
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MALE VOICE GUIDE: Max hears the power chants behind him. In full concentration 
he’s looking over the battlefi eld, closing his eyes, thinking of ways to win. 
Max can also see the true future, so he changes it for victory. Standing tall 
in front with his hands on the rail in full command of the fl oating base and 
the six-mile-long Space-Aircraft carriers. Max is sending in his teams to 
stop portal runners as Tibian leaders are sending in shooting teams.

MAX: I see a portal key runner. Ron, you’re up!

[Different small spaceships blinking in red and orange are ready to shoot 
Drakes. Hundreds of Drake warriors holding long like tables have run past the 
gun housings. Hundreds of Blue rangers and fl y-coaster warriors are shooting.]

RON (VO): I have balls the size of grapefruits and these Drakes are going to 
be spitting out the seeds!

MALE VOICE GUIDE: A DRAKE WARRIOR IS RUNNING TRYING TO OPEN A MASSIVE PORTAL 
TO WIN THIS BATTLE JUST LIKE THEY DID ON PLANET ALPHA-WHITE. BUT MAXIMUS 
ALEXANDER HAS WATCHED THE PLAN TO CAPTURE SIMON CLOSE AND KNOWS NOW HOW TO 
GET A DARK ANGEL.

DRAKE KEY HOLDER: I Taaaaaaaaaa Q.
RON: Lewis hit them! 
LEWIS:He is to fast cut him Ron!

[Six hundred Blue rangers hit with shoulders and forearms as Drakes are 
running by. They’re being fl ipped over, and Blue rangers behind them are 
cutting with long swords that are attached to their shoulders.]

[Fly-coaster warriors from above are shooting around them. As Ron Jackson 
hits the Drake portal key runner, the Drake is thrown back ten feet, and the 
portal key is broken. The Drake is looking at him from the ground, hurt but 
not dead, as Blue Team 1 is cleaning up twenty Drakes trying to ambush Ron 
Jackson, Ray, and T-Mac. Dalton and Ramirez show their gun skills.]
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BLUE  TEAMS  OF  MAXIMUS  ALEXANDER
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M A X I M U S    A L E X A N D E R
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FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: DALTON SEES A DRAKE SHIP PASS OVER BLUE TEAM. He moves 
the TEN-View-Electric-Sniper-scope spot over the Drakes’ faces and has to 
adjust its magnifi cation toward the yellow symbol. In a corner of the Energy 
scope, we see another portal-key Drake emerging, coming up, and then fi fteen 
Drakes get hit all at same time. Jesús Ramírez pulls up his TEN-View-
Electric-sniper-scope and lets loose.

DALTON: Woooooooo!
RON JACKSON: Who’s next? We are doing ambushing here, fuckin Drakes …
MAX(VO): You hit the hell outta him, Ron … you okay?
RON JACKSON: I’m just getting warmed up. Max, where you want me?
MAX (VO): Did Ray kill that portal-key Drake? I couldn’t see.

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Tibian leaders send in small space fi ghters. BeBe is 
among them, shooting around portals for cover fi re. Spectrum sends the battle 
vision to all the Leaders as Max sends different units of the Blue rangers 
fl ying down in circled space chariots.

T-MAC: Portal Drake is stabbed but still alive, Max.
MAX (VO): Ron, I want you to set up six hundred yards north; move your team 
now. Jesús Ramírez, nice shoulder shot. It made that Drake bend over so you 
could jump off his back, while you shot all fi ve of them in one motion. Keep 
that shit going.
JESUS RAMIREZ: You can call me White Raven now because I can fl y.
T-MAC: White Raven watch over there 800 yards I see movement.
JESUS RAMIREZ: I take orders from Maximus Alexander so shut your trap. We 
set fuckers up and roll out, save the weak you K-9 bitch.
RON: All the dogs are out. Same team remember.
DALTON: I lost lots of friends on Alpha-White. 
LEWIS: Did you see that Red Drake Warrior on Alpha-White that bitch had on 
head-phones killing Rycar Army. 
T-Mac: It’s pay back time. 
JESUS RAMIREZ: See now your on my page Super-Star great take down Ron.
RON JACKSON: Roger that, Raven. Max, tell my family, my son, I stopped the 
monsters.
MAX (VO): You bet your ass I will. But as you know, they’re watching us now 
through Spectrum back at home.

[Back on Earth Ron Jackson’s wife and son of ten are watching on the beach 
as she is crying in joy. His son says to people around him, “My daddy is 
Superman.”]

MALE VOICE GUIDE: Ridian and Tibian squads are ambushed by Drakes and rescued 
by Blue teams over and over again. As they search for dark angels, torn 
apart with a shattering series of explosions, one after the other . . . The 
echoing booms of the explosions and shockwaves become the sound of running 
Drake warriors on a BANG-BANG, BANG-BANG, BANG-BANG . . .

THE DISTANT SMOKY PORTAL, and yes it’s noisy as hell with the SOUND of 
EXPLOSIONS far and near.

CASUALTIES are everywhere as clone warriors protect real living warriors. 
Also, ANIMAL-LIKE warriors are attacking in circles as freedom fi ghters named 
DYKINGDO’S, K8B’s and Tack-Tar Warriors run long distances into battle.
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A LIVING HELL SMASHING Head to head. Max sees a Tibian warrior all alone 
fi ghting as his team all died. Hundreds of Drake warriors are rolling up the 
fi eld fi fty feet from him. He’s praying, waiting for death. Max jumps on a 
fl oating circle chariot, and he goes down 1700 yards in a fl ash.

MAX IS RELENTLESS; Max shoots THREE Drake warriors in the face and three
Drakes have the Tibian Warrior about to kill him as Max yells and is using 
his SWG-Sword. Each time he swings, a head or an arm fl ies. Leaders watch 
Max swinging the SWG with both hands. The last Drake loses his gun in the 
grappling; Max whacks at him, taking his head clean off. Leaders smile at 
each other as D-Raptors kill the fi eld of Drakes around Max like a hunting 
party.

[GOLD-TREE FLOATING BATTLE BASE – Planet Gold-Tree is also watching through 
Vision Visible; they begin their high-low chant … Even the leaders take up 
the chant! (SIMON IS WATCHING ON ALPHA-WHITE.)]

Crystal Joy: Wow, did you see that? He almost gave his life to save one 
Tibian warrior.
SIMON: Greatness has been born today, Crystal.

[Max jumps on a fl oating circle chariot. In a fl ash he’s up and walking into 
fl oating battle-base post. Millions are looking up at Max from the battlefi eld. 
Max looks around at the aftermath of the battle: bodies on the fi eld; warriors 
lying impaled; stacks of bodies everywhere. ALL THE WARRIORS YELL, “MAX! MAX! 
MAX!” Max’s wild eyes slowly regain their focus. Max’s plan is working to 
perfection. And he gives the next order.]

MAX (VO): Blue 2, Blue 3, it’s go time, Le-Bryant, bring your team two 
hundred yards southeast. JOE, bring your team  … three hundred yards north 
of your position. Spectrum, get me Simon! I lost connection with Rycar.

[Electric energy suits of the Drakes just absorb lasers. They have adjusted 
to the long lasers of Valerie; it’s only a hand-to-hand battle now. Drakes 
smile and slowly take out long swords and tomahawk weapons. They are forming 
battle wave rows.]

LE-BRYANT, BLUE TEAM 3: Okay, Blue 3  … Drakes are rolling down K.O. Boulevard, 
& K.O. Hotel is open for all those Drakes. Can I get a Hooah! 

[BLUE TEAMS LAUGH OUT LOUD.]

MAX: GODDAMN, LE-BRYANT—MOVE! Long lasers aren’t working, men; switch to 
diamond fi re now on your WGA guns. Spectrum! Open all war channels.
TIBIAN PRIME LEADER: Maximus, I hear you.
RIDIAN KING: Maximus, we are with you.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: We all hear you, Max; go ahead.
MAX (slowly): Give me all B-ships! Give me all fl y-coasters! Give me all 
D-Raptors! Weapons of mass destruction, on my mark.
JOHNNY (VO): We got three thousand Drakes northeast, Max.
MAX: Thanks, Johnny, you never have anything good to say. Send in Freedom-2, 
China, and Tac-Ships.
JOHNNY (laughing): I’m on it.
MAX (VO): Good job, Johnny. Give me updates on ships that are shifting 
orbits. These guys are working on something.
JOHNNY: Anything for the King of kings.
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[Back on Earth the people of Europe and the people of South America cheer, 
jumping up and down, watching the small battle victory.]

RECAP – Maximus is winning, as Rycar has lost the battle of Planet Alpha-White. Everyone is looking to 
Maximus for the next move, and Max is making the right war choices so far.
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W A R   F O R   T H E   S T A R S

[Ridians have lost everything on Alpha-White, and no dark angels have touched 
the ground. Mother ships are orbiting Gold-Tree for invasion.]
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VALERIE  D-76 BASES
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SIMON (VO): Max, the Ridians have lost control here. Is Dalton with you?
MAX: Yes, and his armies have followed. Simon, come here now. Your energy 
residence will drive the Drakes to Valerie. Tell Rycar to fall back into the 
transfer portal to Valerie, or I will have no choice but to close it.
SIMON (VO): Max the dark angel mother ship is orbiting. You were right! They 
will touch the ground.
MAX: I have a plan for that. Wait, Simon, I’m getting information from 
Spectrum—what?! Mother ships are circling Gold-Tree; it’s an all-out attack 
now.

P L A N E T   G O L D - T R E E   C I T Y
*DAY

[The queen is watching all three planets on a big globe. She sees mother 
ships coming to Gold-Tree. Troy and Mackie run down to the fl oating base as 
Crystal Joy has her army making traps and holes by the portals.]

SIMON: I’m telling Rycar to pull back. I’m transferring to Valerie now.
IVONNA-QUEEN (VO): Destroy the north side of Alpha-White, Simon!
SIMON: I tried to unleash energy to destroy Drakes, but I can’t because of 
the mass protection around the planets; it’s draining my energy.

[Simon ports over to Planet Valerie as the Invasion of Gold-Tree starts.]

JACK MACKIE: Listen up! Bring all squads forward three miles.
TROY ALEXANDER: I saw three hundred putting together something over there, 
Mackie!

JACK MACKIE: Bravo Zulu … Red-11, Red-12, let’s light them up!

G O L D - T R E E – F L O A T I N G   C I T Y   B A S E

[Crystal is talking with her mother at the Gold-Tree city, while Troy is 
running with thousands of Red rangers and Tibian gunners.]

TROY ALEXANDER: Portal key runner just came out of portal! He’s got the 
activator! Let’s go, Red-18!
JACK MACKIE (VO): Hollywood Jarhead, that’s a shit sandwich you don’t want to 
eat, Troy! That’s not your call; fall back.

TROY ALEXANDER: I got this one, Mackie; trust me.
JACK MACKIE: At ease, Fuck Stick . . . You ain’t no Spartan. Set ya assclown 
down, You’re a triple double M.V.P. A last-minute ten seconds T.D. clock-
beater. Not a killer.
TROY ALEXANDER: I’m the goat.
JACK MACKIE: Goat?
TROY ALEXANDER: Yaaa, that’s football talk for greatest of all time. Go drink 
some Captain Jack and watch the show. I came to fi ght.
JACK MACKIE: Greeeeat.
CRYSTAL JOY (VO): Send the diamond spears on my mark.

[WEST WARFIELD — Blue units are stopping Drake portal runners. Red-Drakes 
are using fl oating metal parts, putting them together to form space ships in 
seconds as thousands of metal diamonds are slamming into them. Mackie is like 
a Viking, slamming into Drake warriors and shooting down their small ships 
as he pushes a button that sends an enormous explosion. Huge miles of Drakes 
are dead in a gargantuan fl ash like a nuclear bomb (smoke everywhere).]
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TROY ALEXANDER: Get him before he makes it!
TOMMY (VO): Roger that. I got him, one hundred yards and closing.
IVONNA-QUEEN: Send in all space fi ghters. Fly-coasters are being shot down!

[EAST WARFIELD – Tommy is hit and killed by a Yellow-Drake leader. Troy jumps 
on him and punches him fourteen times(“MOTHER-FUCKER, AAAH!”). The Yellow-
Drake kicks Troy in the face and then smashes his gun: “You can’t hurt me, 
human.” (He grabs Troy, slamming him to the ground.) Troy jumps up—“NOOOO!” 
Troy stabs him with his diamond sword, as Crystal Joy tells Tibians to fi re 
diamond spears. Troy pulls his sword out of the Drake leader fast as the 
Yellow leader blocks diamond spears and is still coming up to the fl oating 
base slowly after TROY. (“This unstoppable beast is like a scary movie.”)]

CRYSTAL JOY: Are you crazy? You could’ve died!
TROY ALEXANDER: Crazy for you, maybe. That tank-monster is coming for me. I 
need a big, big, big weapon.
CRYSTAL JOY: Your face … quick, run this way!
TROY ALEXANDER: Nice diamond fi re; you saved my team.

[GOLD-TREE FLOATING CITY BASE – Crystal Joy drew her hand out. Their eyes 
locked. Troy took a deep breath. They kissed long, as the war was behind 
them. They smile at each other, breathing hard. Then the cool air hit her 
face, and she realized she was in love.]

TROY ALEXANDER (smiling): You’re my star now, Crystal Joy. Follow me, Red 
team; they’re trying to get the queen.
JACK MACKIE (VO): I have four portal key runners, and seven hundred running 
into gun housings. Troy, you take the gun housing now.

[EAST OF BATTLEFIELD – Troy leaps twenty feet straight up into the air. 
Drakes fi re laser lights everywhere in the hall. Troy crashes through a glass 
window—disappearing into the building just as the Tibians come around the 
corner. Troy opens fi re, pumping round after round. Fragmentation of diamonds 
from a crowd hit Drake warriors.]

[Crystal Joy is coming from the back hallway, while Troy comes from the side. 
Diamond spears and lasers fi ll the room. The Yellow-Drake leader kills ten 
Tibian warriors and is close to the queen. Troy fl ings his sword far from 
the back—sending it spinning end over end to punch through the Yellow-Drake 
leader’s heart.]

[The hellish creature has fallen. Troy takes his eye protection glasses as 
a trophy. Crystal Joy jumps on Troy’s back, kissing him from the back. They 
fall to the ground. As her army smiles, Crystal bites her lip, looking at 
Troy.]

TROY ALEXANDER (smiling): You like that long throw, baby.
CRYSTAL JOY (happy): You’re great! You saved my mother.
MAX ALEXANDER (angry) (VO): I saw it all through Vision Visible. You’re not 
in control, Troy; you’re going to kill yourself! You need to come here, to 
Valerie.
TROY ALEXANDER (angry): No, I was ordered to stop the strike on our leader. 
I’m not going anywhere. 
MAX ALEXANDER (angry) (VO): Whiskey Tango Foxtrot! Your what? You are the 
leader.
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TROY ALEXANDER: I belong here …

[Max hits the war base wall with both hands, slowly thinking. Crystal Joy 
sends her full force forward with fi ve other armies following.]

MAX (VO): Spectrum! Get me Jack Mackie. Mackie, we are getting set up.
JACK MACKIE: Why?
MAX (VO): I feel somebody up there has aces, and we’ve got kings. We are 
getting slow played, Mackie …
JACK MACKIE: I hate when you got that FUBAR feeling. I hope we catch a king 
on the river and rake those bitches.
MAX (VO): Roger that, and check your six …

[ANGEL MOTHER SHIP – The king angel ship has been waiting for a surprise 
attack, as it makes a portal hole through Simon’s mass-protection fi eld. The 
angel ship is not seen, as it’s invisible in the South-City area of Gold-
Tree. A nightmare is looming.]
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DARK ANGEL LEADER – EQUNIOS
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C O M M A N D   B A S E   O F   G O L D - T R E E

CREW CAPTAIN (staring): What is that?

[GOLD-TREE ATTACK – Commanders and operations in fl oating base don’t understand 
anything they’re seeing or hearing.]

FLIGHT CAPTAIN: I got massive energy just formed over the South-City of 
Yaracuy.
GENERAL F.C.: Nothing can get through the mass-energy protection from Simon.
TECH G.T.C.: TK-109, wait, that’s impossible! No, TK-08!
JOHNNY: Calculated distance from source is at one hundred and six thousand 
kilometers. (Turning to Supervisor) It’s coming from the South-City of 
Yaracuy!
BRANDON: This is not good!
KENNY: Call Maximus now!
ROB: Something is stopping us.

[GOLD-TREE ATTACK – Invisible energy burning out the sky over the City of 
Yaracuy (TIBIANS SEE SOMETHING) screams in anger, rushing at this energy 
picture. A frenzy overcomes the fl oating base station as death looms, never 
seen before.]

[Equnios has on a gold ancient-war general’s hat that runs into his back. 
His body is full of electricity that fl ows into his battle wear. He is sitting 
down in a light purple and dark green energy chair that forms under him 
and turns into a large battle computer map-table. He is giving orders to 
angels to relay to the Drakes as he plans to get Simon and end this war. He 
is speaking in three languages as music notes run also. The angels are half-
human and half-animal, dragonlike.]

EQUNIOS Q (VO): Hit them on my command … I want the city destroyed.

[BRIDGE ANGEL SHIP – The Alpha-Prime (angel) leader rises from his regal 
station and runs to a W-monitor where Alpha computers are adjusting to 
incoming material. Images suggest material concerning a warship trap.]

EQUNIOS Q (VO): Lock fi re-energy to City buildings and fi ghters … wait, wait! 
Wait …
CRYSTAL JOY (VO): What, Johnny? Say that again … I can’t hear, you are 
breaking up. JOHNNY! Something is wrong, really wrong.
IVONNA-QUEEN (scared): Why do you feel that way?
JACK MACKIE (VO): The Drakes are not coming out of the portals, and something 
is in the distance—something big.
EQUNIOS Q. (VO): Kill them now!

[GOLD-TREE ATTACK – Gold-Tree Yaracuy City is gone after three large blasts 
of electro-lightning from the angel ship, a breathtaking two-part, scary-
looking ship. Two small sections fl y out protecting it, and a big deadly-
looking warship forms. Round missiles stream down from the angel ship, and 
the Drake army runs to the east side. Drakes have communication on the ground 
now, and GOLD-TREE has lost. Thousands of Gold-Tree fi ghters have been hit by 
electro-lightning. Thousands of fi ghters just stop working and free-fall down 
out of the sky.]
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[The Building base of Gold-Tree vanishes in a chain of high-explosive blasts. 
The massive buildings fall, and fragments run into air and water only ten 
miles from Troy’s natural portal. Two explosions and the South-City is all 
gone.]
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PART 5
MAX’S LAST HOPE

SIMON WALKS INTO MAX’S WAR ROOM

AMERICAN PRESIDENT: Hello, Simon, we stopped all attempts of Drake portal 
runners. The Drakes just stopped sending in their army?
TIBIAN PRESIDENT: They stopped because of Simon. They know he is here. 
They’re up to something.
MAX: I want to attack the mother ships now. Send all fi ghters.
SIMON: Something is wrong!
TIBIAN PRESIDENT: No fi ghters or mother ships are to be used to attack Drake 
mother ships at this time. They’re no match for them, only when we have the 
numbers on our side, Max.
MAX: Send them now, Simon!
SIMON: Not granted, Max.
MAX (VO): Where’s Rycar? Tell him to come here on Valerie before he is 
captured.
SIMON: Remember, travel codes are in your DNA, Max. Rycar and everyone else 
has it in their Spectrum and can’t be taken.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT: Crystal Joy just sent me pictures on Gold-Tree. The angel 
ship somehow got into the city area and has destroyed the southern area.
SIMON: They have built a special angel ship.
MAX: I can’t believe this shit! My son is there, Simon. Ron, you’re in charge 
of Blue units.
RON JACKSON (VO): I got the ball now.

RECAP – After taking over Planet Alpha-White, the Drakes are losing to Maximus on Planet Valerie. So 
the emperor, Equnios Q., is taking things into his own hands.

[ANGEL MOTHERSHIP ATTACK – Rycar was captured and is being tortured in a 
Drake angel mother ship by the Red-Drake warriors. All Drake mother ships are 
on the east side of Planet Valerie. A call comes in from a dark angel ship.]

EQUNIOS Q. (VO): I am Equnios Q.—I want Simon and the queen, or Gold-Tree and 
Alpha-White will be destroyed. By the ancient laws of combat, we offer you 
no victory here. The ghosts of those who are dead could be remembered, and 
your small galaxy will be left alone as a trophy gift. Your leader, Rycar, 
gave me all your plans before dying. Please don’t test me.

MAX: Who are you talking to? It doesn’t matter what your name is! Equn, where 
are your great warriors? These you sent to planet Valerie are dead. Send me a 
dark angel, and I will clear my battlefi eld so your best warrior and I could 
end all this fi ghting. If I lose, you can have both Simon and the queen. All 
will be honored here. What’s your answer? 

IVONNA-QUEEN: Whaaaat? 
SIMON: Max, trillions will die. We are missing something.

EQUNIOS Q. (VO): There’s always a warrior on each planet who falls hard. I’m 
gonna make your life miserable, I promise.

[Max is running down a hallway talking to all Blue and Red teams on every 
planet through Spectrum.]
JACK MACKIE (VO): Are you sure? Code Tango-88?
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MAX: Yes!
EQUNIOS Q.: I give orders, I don’t take them.

[BATTLE BASE AND CITY BATTLE BASE – All leaders are talking on video walls 
about Rycar and planet Gold-Tree.]

IVONNA-QUEEN: Is it true Rycar is captured? They will know everything! 
SIMON: Rycar is dead and has given memory to the dark angels.
EQUONIOS Q. (Spectrum leader channels only): I’ve build an element that 
will use the star power I’ve taken throughout this universe to make my new 
universe. Understand this, God, Tyreerno, Oronina, Simon, or whoever you 
call yourself. You took my universe, so I will take yours!

T H E   E M P E R O R’ S   A N G E L   M O T H E R   S H I P
*DAWN

[Equnios is looking at picture video feed taken from stolen Spectrum channels. 
Equnios can see all three planets at the same time and see he has the 
advantage.]

SIMON: Please, Equnios, I will gladly give you the secrets to make your own 
universes; there is no need for all this pain.
EQUNIOS Q. (VO): Simon stole your heart, Maximus. He is my kill, my example 
of power. You looked at him as God and made him yours. He destroyed universes 
before and made all of you spiritual farm animals. Your last chance is now. 
I know your secrets already.

IVONNA-QUEEN: Send portal codes, Equnios Q. I give little to save. I win 
here. Simon, there’s no choice in the matter.
EQUNIOS Q.: I think I must have your hearts! Whoever fi ghts against me in 
battle and returns after killing my best warriors really has been touched by 
God. Because everyone has else has fallen.

SIMON(VO): No more, no more. I agree to your terms …
TIBIAN LEADER: This is what you wish, Simon?
SIMON (sad): Yes, I do … You know how to make new stars and save all the 
planets. Your mission is now clear: rebuild.
TIBIAN LEADER (angry): Transfer codes, Equnios Q.

[CITY OF GOLD-TREE and THE DARK ANGEL MOTHER SHIP – A computer sound sent 
from the dark angel mother ship opens as a small doorway transfers on both 
sides. Crystal Joy is hugging her mother.]

CRYSTAL JOY(VO): NOOO … my mother—Simon, please. No!
SIMON: Spectrum, open all channels. Bye to all; my light is gone, but my 
spirit lives through you all. Good-bye.

[Max grabs Simon’s shoulder, holding him back from going into the open 
transfer portal. Simon looks quickly back at Max, big plan they both smile 
as Blue Rangers push a massive boom into the transfer portal. Jake Mackie is 
doing the same on Gold-Tree for the queen.]

MAX: Equnios Q., Equnios, come in. I sent you a package, motherfucker.
EQUONIOS Q. (VO): Teeeeeee O!
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[DRAKE MOTHER SHIPS FLEET – Two great explosions. The booms destroy both 
Drake mother ships as they fall into two other ships; all four mother ships 
light up the sky. It fi lls the upper space, and everyone can see four mother 
ships are destroyed. The sun comes out of the darkness.]
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[MAX’S WAR – All Ridian warriors are almost through the Portal from Alpha-
White. Max Spectrum’s Mackie tells them to hide under the city. Fifty Ridian 
mother ships are attacking angel fl eet. The angel ship leaves to join back 
with the fl eet as Equnios is sending a Spectrum call to Max and leaders.]

EQUNIOS Q. (VO): I will show you power, Maximus. Your son, your wife, your 
planet, everyone here is gone …
MAX: (VO): I’ve been kicking your ass all day. You don’t have any power here! 
Bring me your angels; bring me your very best!
EQUNIOS Q. (VO): Let me hear you, Maximus. Do something to stop the sacrifi ce 
of slaughter. Come on, you fancy yourself; watch the death blow when it rains 
on you all …

[PLANET GOLD-TREE – Troy is protecting the queen with Jack Mackie and Ridian 
mother ships.]

MAX: They’re coming and coming hard! Blue teams, circle the portal. Ron, 
Dalton, Le-Bryant, they’re sending dark angels; be ready.  Woooow! Whaaaat 
was that?

[PLANET ALPHA-WHITE – Planet Alpha-White has just been blown up in a huge 
green fl ash. Small pieces are fl ying into all planets like asteroids; massive 
mushroom clouds in the distance are seen. The dying planet screeches of 
terrifying pain as millions of souls are dying. Simon’s protection fi eld is 
holding back the gigantic pieces of planet Alpha-White, but not the small 
pieces. An amazing show of colors in space rain down everywhere.]

CRYSTAL JOY: No! No!!!
TROY ALEXANDER: Are we next? This is it, my love; good-bye.

[PLANET GOLD-TREE – Troy wraps his arms around Crystal Joy next to a pyramid-
like building.]

AMERICAN PRESIDENT (VO): All guns: fi re at the asteroids!

[WAR FOR THE STARS ON VALERIE – Three dark angels come through Valerie with 
a different army. They easily kill anyone around them using powerful energy. 
Max and Ron Jackson jump off the base and fl y down shooting on fl y-cruisers 
from the fl oating home base. The fl ight team sends all its mother ships as BeBe 
Alexander is destroying fi ghter ships (like birds coming down out of the sky). 
Max sees a dark angel is chasing him, fl ying at high speeds. The D-Raptors 
are attacking & killing the new army, and many are coming in at high speeds 
from all directions.]

MAX (VO): I have an angel chasing me! Cy-bonis, T-Mac, stay back! Dalton and 
Ramírez, shoot his fuckin’ legs out!
IVONNA-QUEEN (VO): Capture him, Max, and Simon will send a supernova to their 
home planets. Get him now!

[DARK ANGEL FIGHT – The dark black & yellow beastman hits Max’s fl y-cruiser 
and breaks it as Max is falling down. Max jumps out before it hits the 
ground, rolls up, and runs. All Blue teams are in a big circle around Max as 
the dark angel kills a line of a hundred Blue-Rangers.]

[Max jumps off Ron’s back high in the air and puts a sword through the back 
of the dark angel. The dark angel just looks at Max, not hurt at all. The 
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beastman is killing hundreds of warriors with his voice. Thousands of small 
Drake spaceships run out of the new portal activated by the angel. Small 
ships join to make bigger ships
Its fi re and lightning. The air battle is mixed, with wins on both sides—our 
fi ght turns back to Max.]

MAX: Nothing will kill this angel!
SIMON: Shoot his legs out, Max.
DALTON: Max, he’s using voice vibration weapons. He is killing everyone 
around him. Use your Tyco to block out sound.
MAX: Everyone, use your Tycos now! Pull out, Blue teams, pull out! Take him 
down, Jason. Turn on your Tyco!
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[Lots of Blue teams are dead, and a warrior from the Blue team 3 is holding 
his ears as the beastman smashes him. Rising up behind him— In a fl ash Max
takes Ron Jackson’s sword and swings his sword downward cutting off the long 
right hand at the elbow. The severed limb falls to the fl oor, but it doesn’t 
slow the hulking creature down. It slams into Max. Max fl ies backward thirty 
feet tumbling over his Blue team and slamming into the rear mountain. Lasers 
rain down from the fl y-coasters. Jesús Ramírez gets shot by the beast and dies 
by a rock far off in the distance.]

DALTON: We just lost Ravan-Ramírez. I’m trying to shoot his legs, Max, but 
it’s not hurting him!

[Max suddenly fi nds himself wrestling with a feral-faced thirty-foot something 
from a nightmare. Ron Jackson shoots the dark angel in the face, but the tail 
of the beast knocks him out. Five D-Raptors hit the beast, holding him down 
on the ground while Max and Dalton shoot his legs out. The dark angel calls 
for help as he is lying down.]

SIMON: I’m coming to get him.
DALTON: Max, those are straight ship portal keys!
MAX (VO): Freedom fi ghters, clear me a path so he can get to the edge of the 
cliff.
RON JACKSON: Max has three angel portal keys. He needs cover fi re now!

[Max opens up all portal keys except for third one. Only fi ve feet from the 
cliff Drake warriors are coming out and falling by the thousands to their 
death (Blue rangers cheer), but two dark angels are coming hard, tearing 
through Tibian warriors, trying to get Max.]

MAX: Flight crew! Come in. We need cover fi re! Flight crew, anyone …

[Tim and BeBe Alexander answer in fi ghter ships.]

BEBE ALEXANDER (VO): I see you, baby!
TIM: I just hit them with a hundred rounds. It’s not hurting them, BeBe!
BEBE ALEXANDER: Turn off your lasers, and use torkers.
TIM (VO): I’m hit, I’m hit! BeBe, I’m going down.
BEBE ALEXANDER: Spectrum! Get me Max … Max! Come in, baby! Can you hear me, 
Max? They’re right beside you. Max can’t hear me, Spectrum.
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W A R  F O R  T H E  S T A R S  O N  V A L E R I E
*DAY

SPECTRUM: BeBe, Max’s Spectrum is not working.
BEBE ALEXANDER: They’re too close for fi ring now, Spectrum. I’m coming in. 
This is my last message. You’re everything for me. I love you, Max. Promise 
me you will take care of Troy—aaaaaahh!

[BeBe’s space fi ghter comes slamming down into the dark angels, killing 
everybody. The dark angels fall over the cliff. There’s nothing left of BeBe 
or her space fi ghter except small pieces.]

[Max gets the last portal open as millions of Drakes are just falling over 
the cliff. Max’s living body armor is working off and on.]
MAX: Wow, that was a close one; that fi ghter saved my life. Spectrum, Spectrum. 
Come in, Spectrum.

[Max is kicking his Viking extra body armor and boots off, as they don’t 
work anymore. Yelling in joy, watching the Drakes fall, Max is not protected 
anymore. He sees everything is now harder.]

LE-BRYANT (sad): I’m sorry, Max …
MAX: My living body armor is only helping me breathe, and my Spectrum is in 
and out … Sorry for what?
RON JACKSON: Let me tell him Le-Bryant … Max, this is hard to say, but your 
wife just died …
MAX: No, that’s not true. I’m getting Spectrum back now. Spectrum, get me 
BeBe Alexander.
SPECTRUM: BeBe Alexander has no life signal. No human body left.
RON: You didn’t hear her?
MAX ALEXANDER: Why are you looking at me that way? No, no, no … It can’t be … 
Nooo!

[Max falls to his knees punching the ground. Troy Spectrums him; tears run 
down Troy’s face as he talks slowly.]

TROY ALEXANDER (VO): Dad … Dad, she saved you. We need you now, let me cry 
for you … let me take the pain.
MAX: What have I done … Why? … What did she say, Troy?
TROY ALEXANDER: It’s saved for you on Spectrum.
MAX: Spectrum, give me the Vision Visible log on BeBe’s last Vision and 
sound.

[PLANET VALERIE – Max watches Bebe’s Spectrum Vision log as he looks at small 
pieces of her spaceship everywhere. Max looks at his special element and eyes 
inside as his eyes fi ll with blood.]

SIMON (VO): Max, the asteroids stopped my protection energy fi eld around Gold-
Tree. All mother ships are going there; I can’t stop them.
MAX (enraged): Aaaah, my son!

[MOTHER SHIP WAR – SPACE – Ridian mother ships are fi ghting and losing to the 
angel fl eet. A dark angel ship destroys ten Ridian ships; at the same time 
seven are on fi re in the distance. Drakes send all ships to Gold-Tree inside 
the city area. Equnios Q. sends a message to the Queen and Troy Alexander to 
come out. Crystal Joy tells Troy not to go as Troy hugs her and says good-
bye. The Queen is taken to the angel mother ship as Jack Mackie takes Simon’s 
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battle fi ghter to Planet Valerie. Simon is talking to Max before he leaves. 
Simon is grabbing Max, asking him to focus as they share a moment.] 

SIMON (VO): Max, they don’t know I have their ship codes. The angel died 
before I could get the planet’s galaxy location, but I’m going to fi nish my 
job. I’m going to port myself now. No one has ever saved me before; I’ll 
always remember that. Please wait for the planet codes and destroy them, Max; 
destroy them.

[ANGEL MOTHER SHIP – Simon uses his energy to get into the dark angel ship, 
pulling travel codes to their home planets. Angels trap him and turn on four 
special weapons against him, but not before he sends the codes to the Freedom 
leaders.] 

JOHNNY: We did it! Home bases and home planets of the angels and Drakes—Simon 
just sent them over. Now we can set a supernova and end this war.
MAX (VO): Simon, come in! Get my son, and get off the angel ship.
SIMON (VO): Your son is not here. I’m dying, Max, I can’t move. They’re trying 
to get Earth codes from me. I’m going to let my life-form go now—bye, Max.
MAX (scared): Simon, Simon, come in, Simon.

[Simon is being hit by mechanical lasers from large computer boxes. It’s 
killing him and pulling information. Simon can’t move or do anything but let 
his life-form go.]
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T R A N S F E R   P O R T A L – D A R K - S T A R

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Equnios Q. is tormenting Max. Equnios is trying to trick 
Max to port over to Black-Star.

EQUNIOS Q. (VO): No honorable man lets his family die. His death is a 
warrior’s fall. I’m on Gold-Tree, Max. It’s you who has no power! No power, 
Max …
TROY ALEXANDER: Don’t worry about me, Dad.
EQUNIOS Q. (VO) (excited): Why Gold-Tree, Max? Stop hiding on Valerie. Can 
you see your son, Max? Answer me.
MAX: Yes! I hear you! 
EQUNIOS Q.: Cut Troy now, and fi ght me, fi ght me.
TROY ALEXANDER (VO): Aaah …

[PLANET GOLD-TREE – TRANSFER PORTAL – On planet Gold-Tree a dark angel cuts 
Troy’s upper stomach and leg; he’s bleeding. They drag his body into a 
straight portal to their home planet, Black-Star.]

EQUNIOUS Q. (VO): I’m leaving the transport fi eld open for you, Max. Only one 
can come in and one can come out.

[CONTINUOUS – The dark angel fl eet vanishes. Max has to make a choice. Johnny 
and friends are together bringing him to Gold-Tree in Simon’s battle fi ghter. 
Jack Mackie is trying to stop him inside Simon’s ship. Max is grabbing 
different guns and sees Simon’s Star-Weapon and Troy’s sword. In total rage 
he is slamming parts together making weapons.]

TIBIAN LEADER: Spectrum, all channels open. Get me Maximus Alexander!
MAX (enraged): Yes, Prime leader, I understand, but Troy is right next to 
the fi eld! I can save him, I know it. I won’t leave him.

[WAR FOR THE STARS – Johnny and friends take defensive battle positions, and 
D-Raptors circle above them, blocking two laser shots from Ridian spaceships 
far off in the distance. Max runs and then stops, looking back. Second-
guessing himself ten feet from the transfer portal fi eld, he remembers what 
BeBe said to him via her Vision Log.] 
VALERIE LEADER (VO): Max, you aren’t permitted to travel. You have planet 
codes in your DNA, and Equnios knows that.
MAX (angry): Spectrum! Get me Ron Jackson. Ron, take the Blue teams and make 
sure they give me fi fteen minutes!
RON JACKSON (VO): I got ya, Bro! Fifteen minutes …
BRANDON: I got all guns protecting the portal, Max!
JOHNNY: Fifteen minutes, Max. We got your six.
KENNY: Run, Max.
MAX: Thank you, guys. Johnny, don’t let evil people use the BOOK OF ALL BOOKS. 
It’s the only story left of all of us.
RIDIAN PRESIDENT (VO): We are going to destroy that open portal fi eld on Gold-
Tree. Stand down, Max. Stand down now!
AMERICAN PRESIDENT(VO): You have travel codes in your DNA. Simon gave his 
life for us, remember …

[Max is standing right next to the portal, knowing he’ll die if he goes 
through. With his head down he’s praying and thinking as he is getting 
Spectrum calls from everyone.]
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TIBIAN LEADER (VO): You have no living body armor! Trillions of angel fi ghters 
are at Black-Star. We have won this battle; don’t give your life away. Our 
queen is gone, so we understand your pain, but your planet, your people will 
be destroyed. Stand down, or we will shoot you.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT (VO): It’s a trap; you will kill us all, Max. We are going 
to hit them at home with a supernova weapon soon!

[GOLD-TREE TRANSFER PORTAL – Max is confused and sees a fl ash Vision image of 
his son asking for help with blood running down his face. BeBe is holding 
Troy, looking up at Max in spirit form. Max runs through the fi eld yelling in 
madness.]

MAX (raving): No!! RRRAAAH!!

RECAP – The War changes hands, and the chess match played by Max and Equnios is fi nally ending. 
Equnios makes a fi nal move and takes control of the War for the Stars. Max loses everything.
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M A X ’ S  L A S T  H O P E
PLANET BLACK-STAR

*NIGHT
[Moving rapidly, but more carefully, Max glides among the ancient walls. 
He stops at the corner and sets down the Star-Weapon and long laser sword, 
seeing his son, Troy off, lying unmoving in the distance. Great rage fi lls 
him as he sees six Drakes with their backs to the fi eld.]

DRAKE WARRIOR: There’s no sign of Max. Do you want us to push the Planet 
destroyer XT-25 through?
EQUNIOS Q.: Wait another twenty-Alphas and then give them the gift they 
thought I was getting. I wanted to see the human suffer; I guess he wasn’t 
as brave as I thought he has.
DRAKE WARRIOR 2: Emperor, no one would dare to come here, no one.

[Max throws detonators at an ancient wall holding up a mile-high building 
hallway. Max is going berserk. His body is an out-of-control machine, lashing 
and tearing at the frame. The scream breaks and becomes a ferocious howl. Max 
shoots one Drake in the face, takes the laser sword out, and swings it like 
a baseball bat, cutting legs and arms like a holiday turkey. With one big 
swing, Max gets his laser sword stuck in another Drake’s shoulder. He picks 
up the battle gun he dropped and shoots another Drake’s leg out. Flipping 
over a dead Drake, he takes the laser sword out of his shoulder, pushing it 
all the way through the Drake’s body and cutting him like a Texas chainsaw.] 

YELLOW DRAKE WARRIOR: Hit him!
DRAKE WARRIOR 6: I got him.

[A Black yellow-face warrior hits Max; he loses his two guns, and his human 
body feels very weak. While on the fl oor he sees Troy, lying very still. Max 
jumps up, and another Drake kicks him in the face.]

YELLOW DRAKE WARRIOR: Hit him again.

[Max hits the ground and rolls sideways, trying to fi ght, when he is shot in 
the leg and shoulder. Drakes hit him six more times. Max’s legs are broken. 
They slam him to the ground. One Drake is using a transmitter as Max is 
broken everywhere. ]
DRAKE WARRIOR: I have Maximus Alexander, my Lord-king.
EQUNIOS Q.: I knew he would come! That’s why I left those planets standing. 
Bring him in alive. Transfer his travel codes fi rst.

[Troy is just ten feet outside the ancient alien building. Max is covered 
with blood, can’t walk, and has a broken shoulder; his face is torn and 
unrecognizable.]

MAX: Let me see Troy … he’s right there!
DRAKE WARRIOR: Your son is dead. Give me your hand.
MAX: Take it … Okay, you got my blood; now let me see my son.
DRAKE WARRIOR: Go ahead, warrior.

[Max is crawling to Troy and turns the bracelet. One drop hits Troy’s mouth, 
and he glows red. Max holds up his left hand high as he pushes a detonator 
button. Five explosions hit the wall holding the building, and the Drakes 
are crushed. Troy watches the building fall as he is being rebuilt through
Simon’s element.]
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TROY ALEXANDER: Who are you?
MAX (yelling): I’m a J-2 clone. There’s a portal behind me. Your dad is 
waiting; go now before it’s too late.
TROY ALEXANDER: Let me help you!
MAX (slow): You have one minute! Run—go now!

[PLANET GOLD-TREE – Troy runs through as Tibian fi ghters blow up the transfer 
portal to Black-Star.]

TROY ALEXANDER: Mackie, I’m okay! Where’s my dad?
JACK MACKIE: He was the only one who went in, Troy.
TROY ALEXANDER: Whaaat! No I didn’t know it was him. Open the portal fi eld!

[Troy starts running back to the fi eld but he knows it’s gone.]

AMERICAN PRESIDENT (amazed): A true miracle, Troy. We all told your dad not 
to go.
CRYSTAL JOY: Troy, are you okay? I’m coming.

[BACK ON PLANET BLACK-STAR – Max is lying down on planet Black-Star slowly 
watching dark angels fl ying to him from a far distance. Max can’t walk; he is 
trying to get to the Star-Weapon to kill himself, but it’s too far away. He 
is coughing, bleeding; his eyes are closing, and he is fading away.]

MAX: (tears run down his face) God where are you? Why are my people dead? 
Why do you not help us? I’m coming home, baby, see you soon. I saved him, I 
saved him …

[Out of nowhere Max hears three loud voices talking to him from another 
universe.]

MAX: Spectrum, who is talking to me? I don’t understand. I hear many voices.
SPECTRUM: Voices are unknown, communication unknown, language unknown.

MALE VOICE GUIDE: Spectrum turns off and Max can see himself from high 
above. God the almighty who made the fi rst universe is giving Maximus a gift 
of power as his son Simon told him to do.

GOD (VO): Maximus Alexander, do you promise to protect all … all my Son 
created?
MAX: Who is this?
GOD (VO): My son died for you. Now he’s in my kingdom. This universe was to 
be more, much more … My son made this universe; can you protect it if I give 
you unmatched power?
MAX: My Lord, give me your hand so I can display your power. Simon was your 
son?
GOD (VO): Your wife watches your greatness, your righteousness. She is on 
Planet Light-Alpha now. What say you? Shall you sit on the throne of the 
Lord, or shall you be the Lord of all Kings? You are given a choice: you can 
go with her either now or after you cleanse all the universes, to save Light-
Alpha from a future attack. Your heaven awaits, as I do. What will it be?
MAX: I was made to end wars, to protect and save. I choose to fi nish my work, 
my Lord.
GOD (VO) You will not answer to anyone from this day on.
MAX: Yes.
GOD (VO): My son chooses well. You are not Maximus Alexander anymore …
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MAX: I understand.
GOD (VO): So it will be you. You are now and will forever be. Do what you 
must.

[FROM THE SKY – Max sees Drakes picking up his dead body. The Drakes are 
taking it away to a spaceship far in the distance. Max sees and knows 
everything, and nothing escapes him.]
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PART 6
R E B O R N
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UNIVERSE WARRIOR- MAXIMUS ALEXANDER - STAR WEAPON 
*DAWN

Max is the universe warrior God. He is looking at his new body touching his 
hands, and looking down at his legs. It is a black and purple living body, 
raptor and dragon-like, with ripped skin, saber teeth, and large glowing 
eyes, topped by a T-rex war hat. Max is scary-vicious.

Drakes are terrifi ed of this creature. Max still has a humanlike face, but he 
looks like a hunter the Drakes in the past called Kiltonis. 

Max is speaking to Spectrum, which is recombined and shows various outcomes 
of actions. Maximus sees how he will fi ght now.

Drakes hear a nasty, scary, loud roar and drop Max’s human dead body. Energy 
from the roar is pushing most Drakes down to the ground. The roar echoes 
throughout space are heard everywhere out and into Drake planets close by.

A real star is growing rapidly close to Black-Star; suddenly it is changing, 
brightening, and fl aring unbelievable hot. Drakes are looking at what they 
think is Kiltonis now. They’re scared, calling into the Alien-City above, 
asking ships to shoot Kiltonis. 

The Drakes of Black-Star are watching a light shining down from the star Max 
created. Max is sending death images to scare the Drakes into taking the 
Queen off the ship dock and into a speeder next to a new empty mother ship.

The Star-Weapon now has appeared in the Max’s right hand. Every star from 
different parts of the galaxy blinks off and on. Drakes are getting messages 
from the dark angel city. They start running at Max.

* * *

EQONIOS Q.: Who are you? You dare to come here!

[PLANET BLACK-STAR – City lights behind Max are sending spaceships at his 
position. Battleships from the distance are dropping water into an endless 
Drake-made ocean.]

MAX AS UNIVERSE WARRIOR GOD (viciously): Fight me!!! … Fight me!!!

[All communications are gone as Drakes and Yellow warriors are getting close.]

EQUNIOS Q.: Fire everything at him!!!

[Max activates the Star-Weapon. It’s sending an electric turbocharged light-
cycle whipping around the right of Max’s Star-Weapon. The ground is viciously 
shaking as an earthquake hits. Buildings are falling and shockwaves are 
coming through the weapon like an electric strobe light; it’s all around 
Max.]
YELLOW-DRAKE LEADER (VO): I can’t shoot him! My weapons are not working.

[MAX’S WAR – Max has changed the gravity as thousands of warriors are fl oating 
away. Electric-balls are showing up in all Drake mother ships and small 
fi ghters. Thousands of dark angels circle Max.]

RED-DRAKE LEADER: We have lost gravity! We have lost Drakes.
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MAX U.W.G.: (viciously): BeBeeee!

[Max shoots a hundred-foot-wide supernova white light. It’s going through 
Drakes and angels and still going. Max points it at the city. The ground is 
getting ripped apart as everyone within miles is melting.]

YELLOW-DRAKE LEADER(VO) He’s going to destroy all our planets!
MAX U.W.G. (viciously): Fight me! … Fight me!!

[In Max’s left hand he has a round white glowing energy orb. He is squeezing 
it, setting activations to all his energy balls throughout the area. Explosions 
fi ll the skies. Shaking violently, the Star-Weapon is still on as angels have 
run to ships, trying to leave.]

DARK ANGEL WARRIOR: EQUNIOOOOOS! Come in if you can hear me. Everything is 
not working. I can’t fl y any ships; we are grounded.

[MAX’S WAR AS UNIVERSE WARRIOR GOD – Thousands of mother ships are getting 
ripped apart as energy balls are detonated. Max points the Star-Weapon at 
the close Angel-planet, shooting the supernova stream. It’s cutting and 
quickly destroys the planet. Another detonated energy ball from inside the 
ocean is sending a massive tsunami, crushing the dark angel city in total 
devastation.]

EQUNIOS Q. (VO): K-15, take us out to space and set destination to Planet 
Valerie now!
MAX U.W.G.: This is my party, and you’re not going anywhere. 
EQUNIOS Q. (VO): Fire, fi re, fi re!
MAX U.W.G.: Watch everything taken as you wouldn’t take again.

[ORBITING MOTHER SHIPS IN SPACE – Mother ships try to leave and can’t. A 
bluish green fi eld has encircled Black-Star’s galaxy, holding the fl eet and 
planets.]

MALE VOICE GUIDE: This was Max’s plan from the beginning.

DRAKE LEADER (VO): Equnios! Equnios! Come in. I can’t leave; something is 
around us holding all the fl eet.
EQUNIOS Q. (angry): Why can’t we communicate? Get me Tae-jon.
MAX U.W.G. (interrupting): Equnios, I’m behind you.

[ANGEL MOTHER SHIP FIGHT – Max grabs Equnios by his throat and legs, pulling 
him apart. Equnios hits the fl oor; his legs are thrown against the wall. He 
is still alive, watching Max tear and rip apart three dark angels, throwing 
their bodies into each other.]

[Max picks up the emperor’s sword with a smile. A Blue warrior angel takes out 
his lightning weapon. They begin to circle each other. Max smiles, circling 
still. Suddenly, the angel leaps, his lightning weapon jabbing savagely 
outward, but Max easily evades it, moving away. They begin to circle again. 
The angel makes another pass at Max that comes dangerously close, but again, 
Max slides away, a frozen smile on his face.]

BLUE ANGEL WARRIOR: I will kill you. Or my father from section L-8-B will.
MAX U.W.G.: Watch your greatest warrior fall, Equniossss.
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[Max smiles and lashes out, kicking Equnios’s almost dead body. The angel 
leaps forward, jabbing, his right hip also forward. Max takes his weapon and 
thrusts it through the body of the angel. Max this time jabs the Star-Weapon, 
knocking out another Angel, he moves away effortlessly.]

EQUNIOS Q.: Help me!

[ANGEL MOTHER SHIP FIGHT – Angels instantly circle Max in battle positions. 
The Red-Drake commander is running at him, punches him, and swings his fl ashing 
weapon. Max moves left and hits the Red-Commander with three big right hands. 
The commander is bleeding and loses his weapon; he punches again, but when 
Max punches, the energy from his hand is like a boom, and the Red-Drake’s 
neck cracks from the shockwave. As the Drake falls slowly to the ground. Max 
grabs him and throws his dead body at the last angels waiting to fi ght.]

[With lightning swiftness, Max’s sword fl ashes, thrusting upward through an 
angel’s jaw. His mouth opens as the sword continues up through his head and 
through to his brain. At this, all King Angels run) Equnios Q. slowly looks 
up, breathing heavily, anger still seething in him. Max is yelling in triumph 
and steps downward into Equnios’s head, killing him like a bug. Max makes a, 
electric orange orb and ports himself over to the new mother ship.]

IVONNA-QUEEN (VO): Hello, what is your name, warrior? What are the travel 
codes?
MAX U.W.G.: I don’t need codes to travel. I’m the right hand of God.
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V I C T O R Y
[MASSIVE SUPERNOVA – Max makes his energy mass star expand rapidly. It grows 
and grows, almost touching the angel planets. It goes supernova in seconds 
as it destroys all planets and fl eets. Max goes through a space portal in a 
fl ash, and in seconds they are at planet Valerie.]

[Five fl ash events come as the party starts and our story comes full circle.]

IVONNA-QUEEN (VO)(happy): Come in, Valerie, this is the queen!
TIBIAN SPACE COMMANDER (excited): We saw everything on Vision Visible, 
Ivonna, from many angles also. Is the universe warrior God with you?
IVONNA-QUEEN (VO): Yes, he is …

* * *

1. LATER THAT DAY – VALERIE MEETING – Troy is walking toward Max after a war 
meeting. Alien designers are reverse engineering the special energy mother 
ship Max brought back. Troy knows he is his father as Max hugs Troy and 
tells him everything. Blue teams smile in the distant war room; they know 
the secret too.

2. PLANET EARTH – Fireworks and lights fall through the air on Earth. People 
of Earth are hugging in the streets everywhere as Johnny and friends return 
with Simon’s starship; millions are returning to their homes as Troy and 
Crystal Joy appear with the American President in New York. A statue of 
Maximus Alexander is revealed in New York, and Johnny and friends are showing 
how to build new cities. They are walking around making heavy metal and big 
rocks fl oat.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT (VO): God bless you all. This is your victory … As the 
evil was coming down, the light came out. The tsunami of death was close, 
but the universe had no thought of quitting the struggle. Our planet, with 
others, brought the light. Many heroes! Many people gave their lives … No 
one will forget their names, and we will raise statues for them! And all of 
humanity will be one. Everyone here is united for a better mankind. Soon we 
will travel to all the stars together. Our future, our friends, our universe! 
God Bless United Earth.

* * *

3. LATER, MAX’S NEW FLEET IN SPACE – Max is now going to L-8-B with a hundred 
massive mother ships while scanning planets, hunting for anyone who hurts 
the universe. Max sees monkeylike animals being hunted on a water planet. He 
sends new human DNA to be mixed in fi ve hundred of their newborn babies, as 
he kills the hunters.

4. BACK ON EARTH IN A CHURCH CLASSROOM – At a church in Spain, kids in a 
classroom are asking what’s going to happen in the future. The teacher lets 
the priest talk. All the kids run into a circle, hugging the priest, and 
start to ask him questions.

* * *

PRIEST: Hello, children.
LITTLE GIRL 1: I’ve been good, Father. I want Santa Claus to bring me gifts!
LITTLE BOY: Where did the big light go, Father?
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PRIEST: It’s gone for now but will return. Some went to heaven.
TEACHER: Any more word about the light Kingdom, Father?
PRIEST: God saved us, and some went to his Kingdom.

LITTLE GIRL 2: My daddy never came home.
PRIEST: He’s with the angels now, little one.
LITTLE GIRL 2 (angry): No, no, no, my mommy told me angels killed him …

[The priest is surprised and looks at the little girl with a confused and 
crazy look.]

FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: A surprised guest comes in with a Multi-color robe on  

[It’s Johnny. Johnny can now recall the entire Book of all books now. His 
posture and demeanor are stronger. He can also relay voice messages and pictures 
without Spectrum to anyone. The Priest walks with Johnny into the hallway as 
Johnny has a different copy of the book of all books. The Priest is looking 
at Johnny’s white eyes and hearing Johnny talk without speaking.] 

JOHNNY: You have wonderful intentions Priest. I’m going to leave you with great 
wisdom from the creator. My work here is almost done, as I will be leaving 
soon. 

PRIEST: I see you have the book of the creator. 
JOHNNY: This is a smaller version of the book- but Yes. We can’t 
have misinterpretations anymore. I’m giving you the book of all books, 
but I’m giving you a mission we need done. This is an important mission 
remember there is not much time so work quickly. 
PRIEST: (crying) This is the greatest day of my life thank you...
FEMALE VOICE GUIDE: Johnny gives the book to the Priest as the Priest 
touches the book. The Priest sees his mission. ( 40 minutes has gone by in 
a flash ) three church nuns are holding the Priest’s hand, as they think he 
has had a seizure. (He opens his eyes fast)
PRIEST: My GOD! we don’t have time sister get me a Cardinal priest and 
the Pope.

THE END
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A S P I R A T E D
B Y

T R U E   S T O R I E S

Los Angeles – February 25, 1942: at approximately 2 a.m., unidentifi ed 
objects were seen in the skies over Los Angeles. The 37th Coast Artillery Brigade Air 
fi red their weapons at the objects (at fi rst feared to be Japanese bombers). Despite 
the fact over 1,400 shells were unleashed into the night sky, not a single shot hit 
its target. Eyewitnesses swore the objects weren’t balloons or planes, and they were 
determined to be fl ying too high to belong to the Japanese air force. No reasonable 
explanation was offered for the objects, and to this day they remain a mystery.

April 14, 1561, Nuremberg broadsheet tells of an aerial battle involving a 
variety of strange objects—globes, crosses, and tubes—that turned to steam upon 
hitting the ground (lower right). People viewed the event as a divine warning.

1947 Six spaceships, Arnold described the objects as moving “like a 
saucer would if you skipped it across the water.” Bill Bequette, a reporter with 
the East Oregonian newspaper, recalled Arnold’s description when he later placed 
his story on the AP wire. His use of the phrase “saucer-like” gave the phenomenon a 
name: fl ying saucers. Later that year one crashed in Roswell, New Mexico, during June 
or July 1947. The most publicized theory about this incident is that the object was 
a spacecraft containing extraterrestrial life.

332 BC, Alexander the Great was not the fi rst to see them nor was he the 
fi rst to fi nd them troublesome. He tells of two strange craft that dived repeatedly at 
his army until the war elephants, the men, and the horses all panicked and refused 
to cross the river where the incident occurred. What did the things look like? His 
historian describes them as great shining silvery shields, spitting fi re around the 
rims . . . things that came from the skies and returned to the skies.

593 BC, From our Bible: Ezekiel 1:4 an immense circle of glowing metal. A 
rushing windy great thundercloud like fl ying craft fl ew out of the north. The vehicle 
had the appearance of brilliant glowing fi re all around it and at the center of the 
illumination the vehicle was like polished metal. “You can see he is talking about 
a VEHICLE and TECHNOLOGY”: MOVING DEVICES. “Also out of the midst thereof came the 
likeness of four living creatures. And this was their appearance; they had the 
likeness of a man.” From the metallic center came four moving devices that appeared 
human-like. Ezekiel is talking about spaceship TECHNOLOGY.
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—AUTHOR NOTES—
SCIENCE & RELIGION have been at odds for thousands 
of years. But now there is a breakthrough that will bring 
everything and everyone together. I have taken all the 

books in the world in every language to make one book. 
Also ancient scrolls from every religion. The selection 

is broad: data from ancient caves and paintings, to 
books the government doesn’t want you to read; all the 

science and history books from China to Mexico.
After two years of downloading or entering all the 

books in the world, the book of all books was formed. I 
programmed my computer to solve questions in it.

Lots of secrets and theories were solved. Many stories 

were matching. In my quest I ran into something 
unimaginable, unbelievable! Something I didn’t 

program. My computer program had a gift for me! It 
changed my life forever. I am here to take you through a 
shocking controversial story of true stories and answer 
the questions we all ask. Who are we? Why are we here? 

Are there different universes? Are ancient astronauts 
and intelligent design connected? Are we the creation 
of a Judeo-Christian God or apelike animals emerging 

over millions of years of evolution? Or is there 
something else we missed? 

There are three types of people on Earth, religious , 
scientific, or atheist. Who are you? There is nothing else 
you could be without breaking the rules of what you are. 

The neurons in your brain fight things that you can’t 
accept. This protects us, helps us. Without it we would 

go insane. I call it the stubborn neuron. I’ve been given 
the answer, and it puts all the pieces together. It’s time 
to change the world. Now I’m going to share it with you.
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A study by Yale astronomer Pieter van Dokkum just took the estimated number 
of stars in the universe—100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, or 100 Sextillion—
and tripled it. One trillion planets in the Milky Way alone. More stars, of 
course, means between three and twenty-three planets rotating around each of 
them. More than half of these planets are from 2 to 14 billion years older 
than ours. This gives a living species on a planet a supreme billion-year 
life who could do things we would call Godlike—or most people of Earth would 
call God.

For example : Today we can make humans or animals by DNA in a lab, also 
travel in space and send probes around planets with cell phones connecting 
us by voice. Can you imagine what we could do in two billion years? This is 
what a supreme ancient alien could do. A message from an alien would open 
your mind like a trillion-page PDF. The text of the message doesn’t just
give instructions for creating a neuron’s life, it actually creates brain 
life. It intertwines symbolism and action in a way that no human language 
can. It’s as if the distribution of phonemes in the sentence “I think you 
should be smarter” actually manipulated the listener’s neurons to make him 
smarter. I guess you could say a telepathy word picture in this movie book 
would be called “spectrum.” This would open up the brain, of which over 70 
percent isn’t being used.

1. How do you rate different alien species? Some travel; some create; some do 
much more. This is modifi ed from an idea of Michio Kaku. 
Type I: a Type I civilization controls the resources of an entire planet 
(weather and earthquake control, plus exploration of an entire solar system; 
can only travel thousands of light years).On Earth we are type-zero and can’t 
do these things yet.

Type II: a million or billion years of technology leads to a Type II 
civilization, which controls and directly uses the power of its sun and 
begins to colonize nearby star systems. Mixes DNA on planets to leave a part 
of themselves on passed traveled planets seeding the galaxy.

Type III: supreme ancient aliens, which most people say are God (with a 
trillion-plus years of technology). A Type III civilization can control and 
use the power of an entire universe. Also it makes other universes; such 
aliens created our universe and left the secrets to us all to rediscover, and 
they want us to create life and seed this beautiful universe that they made 
for us. All elements in our universe came from a different place created by 
Type III civilization(s). Where? How? Why? The elements in our universe can 
clearly be seen as made and given design by TYPE IIIs.

2. Now alien travelers come to earth all the time and I’m going to prove it to 
you now. Also I believe most people in ancient days thought spaceships and 
alien travelers were God; let me explain.
For Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, the existence of aliens is especially 
problematic. All these religions are based on the idea of a covenant between 
us and God only. And science believes mostly we came from elements alone from 
the big bang, with no creator. The idea of ancient aliens as astronauts has 
spawned a UFO religion named Raëlism. The Raëlian Movement teaches that life 
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on Earth was scientifi cally created by a species of extraterrestrials, which 
they call the Elohim. Members of the Elohim appeared human and were mistaken 
for angels, cherubim, or Gods.

3. The Bible has many accounts of misinterpreted true events of alien spaceships. 
The Bible is full of accounts of angels. The text mentions millions of angels
and their experiences on Earth and in the heavens. In Christian tradition, 
demons are similar to angels. They are spiritual, immutable, and immortal. 
The apocryphal Book of Enoch recounts that a group of two hundred rebellious 
angels, or watchers, left heaven and came down to Earth to marry human women 
and have children with them. There are also the Ezekiel wheel story and 
Alexander the Great, with his—sighting of two silver shields in the sky.

The big question is why aliens don’t come out and say “Hello, Earth; we made 
you, we created humans and you are our kids all grown up.” The answer is 
that the earth is an ocean-farm. The hypothesis states that aliens generally 
avoid making their presence known to humanity or exerting an infl uence on 
development, somewhat akin to zookeepers observing animals in a zoo or fi sh 
in the sea, or experimental scientists observing a study of life. Adherents 
of the hypothesis feel that the earth and humans are being secretly surveyed 
using equipment located in stars or elsewhere in the Solar System. A ten-
billion-year-old grandfather just comes over for the weekend; 
he doesn’t need an invite to family party.

You be the judge of the miracle of the sun that people of the time thought 
was an angel. Only today can we put the puzzle together and the truth of a 
spaceship miracle.

”According to the very words of the Reverend General Vicar of Leiria, who 

was one of the witnesses, the lady came in an ‘aeroplane of light,’ 
an ‘immense round globe, fl ying westwards, at moderate speed. 
It irradiated a very bright light. Some other witnesses saw a white being 
coming out of the globe, which several minutes later took off, disappearing 
in the direction of the sun. Three shepherd children in the town of Fátima, 
Portugal. The events have become known as Our Lady of Fátima. Starting on May 
1, 1917, the children began to describe seeing an angel woman after 70,000 
people waiting for her return, told by the three little kids. What the people 
really saw was “brighter than the sun, shedding rays of light clearer and 
stronger than a crystal ball; it wasn’t the sun—it was a spaceship.”

Witnesses at the event—KEVIN McCLURE “It looked like a plaque of dull silver 
and it was spinning … possible to look at it without the least discomfort. ‘A miracle! 
A miracle!’” A scientist from Coimbra University, named Almeida Garret, was 
there, and this is her account: “It possessed a clear, changing brightness, 
It looked like a polished wheel. This is not poetry. My eyes have seen it. 
This clear shaped disk suddenly began turning. It rotated with increasing 
speed. Suddenly, the crowd began crying with anguish.”
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This is the same thing Ezekiel saw and described in 593 BC, same event with 
thousands watching, later called a vision. A connection event happens again 
in 1994 with 62 kids this time. “On 14th September, 1994, a UFO streaked 
across the sky over Southern Africa. Two days later, something landed in a 
schoolyard in Ruwa, Zimbabwe, with three or four things beside it, according 
to journalist Cynthia Hind. This was witnessed by 62 school children, who had 
little or no exposure to TV or popular press accounts of UFOs. Cynthia Hind 
interviewed them the day after the encounter and made them draw pictures of 
what they had seen.”

A few years later millions see a two-mile-wide mother ship fl y by their houses 
slowly with no noise. Evidence of the March 13, 1997, mother spaceship is 
extremely compelling evidence that we are being visited. The lights which 
moved over the state of Arizona couldn’t be fl ares. Why? Flares don’t fl y over 
three states and two days later appear in Australia. This was witnessed in 
at least fi ve other cities and one other country; here is the full story.

One extraordinary description of what happened between 9:00 and 9:30 p.m. 
on the 13th comes from a family in Mesa. They said that an enormous craft 
with a distinctive structure fl ew over their area. They described a triangle-
shaped object with lights at the three corners and another larger light in 
its center. Amazingly, they could clearly see panels laid in a grid pattern 
on the craft. There were also, about this same time, several reports of two 
round objects which seemed to detach from the larger V-shaped object, only 
to later rejoin the mother ship. One witness described the V-shaped mother 
ship dividing itself into two separate craft as it moved toward the city of 
Tucson.

A group of real estate agents who had property in Phoenix estimated the craft 
had to be two miles wide as it fl ew at a low altitude near that city. They 
could see dozens of bright lights along the leading edges and also a row of 
windows with “silhouettes of people.”

Observers could see only the windows with what appeared to be people shadowed 
in the glow. Two airplane pilots, one retired from an airline, and another 
from Vietnam, who was also a US marshal, saw the object at different times 
and places. Both men described a craft of “immense size,” measuring up to a 
mile long. The marshal could also see the city lights of Phoenix refl ecting 
from the bottom of the massive object, while it “blocked out the stars.”

Nobody can say this was a fake event or balloon or fares or new two mile 
wide Air Force plane. Remember, they hide new planes while testing them; 
they don’t fl y them around cities and countries. This was very real and life-
changing to the people in Arizona.

Okay, until everyone on vacation can buy a ticket and get in a spaceship and 
travel to another world and speak to different species, most people will 
never believe my fi nal words. One day you will, when the big light comes and 
they return once again.
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4. I was given a vision and soon after a special program was sent to my computer. 
After I had compiled the numbers, data, history, true stories, Air Force pilots, 
military cover-ups, and evidence, the secret puzzle piece was solved.

God created the fi rst universe. From His universe ancient aliens learned
how to make their own universes. Our universe is one of many made by them. 
Our universe was built by Type-III ancient aliens.

Earth was visited by Type II traveling aliens that were seeding many 
planets throughout our galaxy. History will repeat itself again: as time 
goes by, we will learn how to live forever, move planets, travel from star to
star, and even make universes. This explains everything. Thanks for riding 
the roller coaster. It’s time to get off and accept the joy of great truth 
and our mission as humans.
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